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Prelude: Play at a Distance

“There is no unmediated photograph or passive camera obscura in scientific 

accounts of bodies and machines; there are only highly specific visual possibili-

ties, each with a wonderfully detailed, active, partial way of organizing worlds.”

Donna Haraway1

In 1935, Albert Einstein coined the famous phrase “spooky action at a 

distance”2 to dismiss a controversial theory of quantum entanglement, 

according to which particles separated by great distances could influence 

one another without the need for direct physical interaction. In other 

words, despite occupying remote locations, the particles were perceived as 

intimately linked. At the center of this puzzle lies the materiality behind 

a medium of communication. For this distant entanglement to be true, 

the information exchanged between the two particles would need to move 

faster than light— an occurrence baffling, if not outright impossible, to the 

Newtonian interpretation of the natural world. How can two objects com-

municate over such great distances so instantaneously that the information 

traveling at the speed of light is unable to arrive before the entanglement 

takes place? Since this book is neither about quantum physics nor about 

natural philosophy, I will let this question rest as a playful cliffhanger. 

What I want us to take from this example, though, is the concept of medi-

ated distance, which I argue is central to how we experience and make sense 

of games and play in computerized forms.

Distance is deeply engraved in the media landscape. Without literal 

distance, there would be no need for medium- aided communication or a 

theory of communication at all. Think of telephone infrastructures, digital 

networks, or such mundane devices as remote controls, which have become 
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x Prelude

almost invisible daily companions of many TV- equipped households in the 

last several decades. It stands to reason that one of the most frequently used 

prefixes to describe diverse communication media is tele, the Greek root 

word for “distant.” Telegraph, telegram, telephone, or television— all are 

media of telecommunication.

Distance lies at the very heart of games, too, especially in their comput-

erized and mechanized realization. But contrary to the intuitive association 

the term may awaken, my aim here is not to study physical distances at play. 

I will not show how multiplayer online games bring together players from 

remote parts of the globe. Neither do I want to look into physical distances 

simulated in game worlds, however fascinating those manifestations of ludic 

distance may be. What I want to do instead is to present distance as a media 

aesthetic framework in order to challenge the common understanding of 

how we interact with technology in general and video games in particular. 

My goal is to analyze different forms of engagement with video games that 

require surprisingly little direct or close action from the human players. I 

want to propose a theoretical position that invites readers to rethink the 

human agent as a central player in the gaming performance. In this perspec-

tive, human players are not self- governing subjects but rather are subject to 

processes and procedures of technical media.3 In other words, I question 

modes of analysis based solely on human players’ agency and choices.

This proposition may sound a bit counterintuitive, so let me illustrate it 

with an example from decades before the emergence of the first video game. 

Imagine a self- playing piano, its keys moving automatically in a rhythmic 

dance as if pressed by a ghostly human virtuoso from another space and 

time. Until the 1920s, when the phonograph completely changed the 

musical landscape, self- playing pianos (also called player pianos) had been 

the only instruments able to mechanically store and replay recorded musi-

cal pieces.4 Musical performances were literally punched onto a perforated 

paper roll, which enabled a faithful recreation of a concrete performance, 

played out at the listener’s own convenience— a truly “spooky” mediated 

action. Since the era of player pianos, many other media (phonograph, 

radio, film, etc.) have decoupled space- time dimensions of otherwise syn-

chronous human performances. Digital electronic computers, as the “new-

est” of all media, have also developed a special relation to the question of 

action at a distance, this time mediated not by perforated paper rolls but by 

encoded silicon circuits and digital displays.
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Play at a Distance xi

Video games have been primarily understood as objects to be actively 

engaged with, conflicts to be resolved, and meaningful actions to be taken.5 

Games are supposed to be ergodic, requiring a non- trivial effort from their 

participants.6 They have been often described as inherently interactive, by 

theorists, developers and gamers alike.7 In other words, most digital games, 

staged in the medium of a computer, could be described as “explicitly 

participational.”8

Concepts such as participation, interaction, ergodicity, and human 

agency, all reflect in different ways the diminishing of mediated distance 

between the player and the game. Video games are supposed to immerse 

their players so that they “lose” themselves in the game worlds. The game’s 

interface is usually seen as a barrier between the real and the simulated 

world, preventing the feeling of full immersion. Kinetic interfaces and VR 

are luring us with a promise to shorten this physical, cognitive, and seman-

tic distance further, removing the symbolic interface in favor of the embod-

ied one. This suspension of disbelief9 (especially noticeable in VR technology) 

is founded on an imaginary of the subject merging with their aesthetic 

object. In video games, it is a combination of storytelling, illusion (whether 

optical, algorithmic, or embodied), and agency that reduces the distance 

between the real and the imagined.

But contrary to the popular imaginary of gaming, it is not solely defined 

by immersion via direct and close action. Play emerges out of a delicate bal-

ance between action and inaction. With each agential act comes a moment 

of pause, if not a stop. Vertigo is as much about losing balance as keeping 

it. Chance is a simultaneous acceptance of randomness and a firm belief 

in luck. Competition is the drive to win and the risk of losing. Mimicry is 

an act of imitation, close to its referent and yet distant enough to remain 

its parody. More importantly, to play is not only to engage but also to let 

go; to accept the agentiality of matter and to see oneself not as a player in 

the game world but a player of the game world, to paraphrase the feminist 

theorist Karen Barad.10

Play relies on those tensions and seemingly contradictory moments of 

passivity and activity, distraction and attraction, distance and closeness. 

This dynamic is very well reflected in the German adjective spannend, 

which is used to describe the fun property of games. The related noun Span-

nung points toward the concept of tension, suspense, or— to be even more 

precise in terms of media theory— the difference between the “plus” and 
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xii Prelude

the “minus” in voltage. Spannung is that which spans the gap between two 

states; in the case of video games, the active state and the inactive state.

To think in terms of distance, then, is to acknowledge those two states 

and that which spans them. Play, although defined primarily through 

the concept of focused activity, needs moments of inactivity. By bringing 

distance into the conversation, I want to shed some critical light on the 

inactive side of this ludic joint venture, which has not been given much 

attention in the study of play and video games. I see action and inaction as 

complementary and necessary critical dimensions— the yin and the yang 

of play.

The action- based, interactive, and participatory understanding of digital 

play and video games should not be regarded as an objective statement of the 

configurable and procedural capacity of the computational medium. Play 

and games are always “placed in context within broader value systems.”11 

Therefore, understanding play and games is always filtered through under-

lying ideological values at play. The mainstream rhetoric of video games is 

an example of a modern Western rhetoric of play as progress, power, and 

the self. The forms of play that this book scrutinizes are often called “not-

games.” Consequently, the modes of play that are central to this project 

have little to do with individual optimization and empowerment through 

mastery and choice. My goal is to understand video games and play, look-

ing beyond the modern rhetoric of the empowered progressing self.

Mediated Distance across Disciplines

As a concept rooted in media theory, digital humanities, and play theory, 

distance carries with it diverse interpretational perspectives; some prob-

lematizing the spatial and physical aspects of interaction, others employing 

distance as a semiotic gesture.

Distance takes a central spot in a recent media historical intervention 

by Florian Sprenger, Christina Vagt, and John Durham Peters titled Action 

at a Distance (2020).12 In three intertwined essays, the authors problema-

tize media as necessary material connectors in the context of spatial sep-

aration. They explore the materiality of communication and mediality of 

transmission, provoking new questions about human interaction within 

material and immaterial entangled infrastructures. They do this by reviving 

one of the most prominent conundrums in the history of physics (to which 
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I alluded in the introductory paragraph of this prelude): the impossibility 

of interaction at a distance without physical touch or any other measurably 

mediating force.

Media are often seen as intervening forces able to shorten the distance, 

but they may also coproduce methods of analysis, which introduce distance 

into the cognitive process of analysis. Literary theory, for instance, con-

templates the interplay between closeness and distance by juxtaposing the 

traditional interpretational method of close reading with so- called distant 

reading. The latter describes a computer- aided approach to reading pro-

posed by Franco Moretti.13 Unlike close reading, which requires in- depth 

study of texts, distant reading is about analyzing large amounts of metadata 

about literary texts. In other words, the method of distant reading distances 

the reader from the text and advocates for the analysis of metatextual data 

about a large sample of texts closely read by the machine instead.

Distance, then, lays bare a certain medial paradox. On the one hand, 

digital electronic media shorten the physical communication distance 

among its users; on the other, analytical methods based on big data may 

add distance between the theorist and the object of analysis. It gets even 

more complicated. In the formative years of game studies, many scholars 

wrote about the importance of “close playing” as a means of ludic analysis. 

Here lies yet another paradox: to “close play” a game, we need to introduce 

a critical distance toward the very object of play. The usually immersive act 

of play thus becomes a self- reflective act of distant play, in which the disbe-

lief in the fictional game world is not suspended.14

Within the context of play, the importance of mediated distance was 

stressed by Brian Sutton- Smith, one of the most prominent play theorists of 

the twentieth century. At the first annual conference of the Digital Games 

Research Association (DiGRA) in 2003, Sutton- Smith’s keynote speech 

encouraged the game studies community to look into symbolic dimensions 

of distance in video games. He argued that many video games are distanced 

forms of contest, as opposed to a sport like football, which requires bodily 

contact and therefore raises the chance of venting unmediated anger. In his 

view, a computer acts as a layer that symbolically distances the player from 

the direct bodily moment of play— “You are looking at a screen or you are 

manipulating the computer, which puts you at great distance.”15 Sutton- 

Smith understood the unique role of the computer as a machine for facil-

itating play and emphasized the highly mediated character of computer 
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play. In it, he saw hope for providing child players with “defenses” against 

unmediated and direct forms of anger.

The French philosopher Jacques Henriot, in his treatises Le jeu (1969) 

and Sous couleur de jouer: la métaphore ludique (1989), reflected play through 

the key symbolic figure of distance. He founded his theory of play on a 

semantic core derived from a mechanical understanding of play. The lat-

ter points towards distance as a necessary condition for play to occur. Play 

denotes a space or a gap, which literally leaves room for play in mechanical 

machinery (e.g., gears, hinges, joints). Distance, then, is a symbolic interval 

that makes it possible for a game to take place at all. In other words, any 

game requires distance to be created and maintained between the player 

and the said game. Playing is a dialectical operation that relies on the play-

er’s internal interpretation of play. It belongs to the order of the signifier; 

play is only a matter of meaning. In other words, the sense of the game is 

produced by the player thanks to their playful attitude, but this sense is 

enabled only by the player’s distance towards the game, as interpreted by 

Maude Bonenfant, a Canadian semiotician and play scholar.16

For me, distance at play is, above all, a medium-  and matter- centric per-

spective that sheds light on a diversity of delegated, automated, and other-

wise distant experiences of play, all of which tend to be pushed to the edges 

of gameness. To understand the diversity and ambiguity of digital play and 

the role of the human player within, we need to rethink time and again 

what it means to play.

Media Aesthetic of Play

My understanding of video game aesthetic stems from a medium- centered 

approach to play. One of my primary inspirations is the work of Walter 

Benjamin, who wrote on the then- new media of photography and film in 

the early decades of the twentieth century. Many of his works shed light on 

how technical media and their means of production change the aesthetic 

experience thereof. In his famous essay “The Work of Art in Times of Tech-

nical Reproducibility,” Benjamin investigates the effects of technical repro-

ducibility of images on their audience and on the perception of visual art 

in general.17 I would like to draw a similar parallel between computational 

processes and the way they shape the aesthetic experiences of digital games. 

In that sense, the aesthetic of play I aim to engage with could be regarded 
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Play at a Distance xv

as a media aesthetic, since it is embedded within specific medial processes. 

I want to explore these processes and show how they, in turn, shape what 

we perceive as gameplay or playful practices.

Let me illustrate the above point with an example. It is not exactly the 

same aesthetic experience to play ping- pong and Pong (1972). Even the 

most realistic, modern sport video games (e.g., the FIFA and NBA 2K series) 

provide an experience much different to that of football or basketball 

on a physical court; although the fundamental rules of the game remain 

unchanged. In other words, computers mediate play. And the process of 

ludic mediation is shaped by the processes and infrastructure of the com-

puting machine. The medium changes the ludic message. As Jussi Parikka 

once wrote, “the way we see, think and memorise, dream and hallucinate, 

are conditioned mediatically.”18 This applies to play as well.

What I want to argue in this book is the following: to theorize the 

experience of (game)play within the digital, we need a medium specific or 

medium- centric aesthetic perspective— one that is able to think with and 

within the digital medium. We need a digital aesthetic that would be able 

to address the “discrepancy between continuity of sensation and the dis-

creteness of digital technology.”19 The aesthetic of digital games leaning 

on analog concepts misses the point, or, at best, provides for a preliminary 

point of departure. Analyzing digital gaming through analog media such as 

literature, theater, film, or photography surely yields crucial insights. Nev-

ertheless, these fail to address the specificity of the computational medium. 

This book is an attempt to theorize the experience of playing video games 

by putting the digital medium at the forefront, sometimes at the expense of 

the human player. Ultimately, it asks what it means to experience a digital 

game aesthetically through the computational medium and how to under-

stand play if we are not involved as close agents and direct controllers of 

technology— or, to put it in other words still, how the computer influences 

aesthetic practices of play.

It should come as no surprise that to understand how we play in the 

twenty- first century, we need to take into account the computer medium. 

Early on in the history of game studies, the German media theorist Claus 

Pias presented an insightful media theoretical analysis in Computer Game 

Worlds (2017).20 Alexander Galloway’s Gaming: Essays on Algorithmic Cul-

ture is another example of how to “do” media aesthetic of video games.21 

Ian Bogost’s Unit Operations and the concept of procedural rhetoric exposes 
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the inner workings of the computational medium in how we make sense 

of video games.22 Miguel Sicart devotes the final chapter of his book, Play 

Matters, to play in the computerized medium.23 Playing at a Distance wants 

to build on this tradition by rethinking how the computer medium molds 

the aesthetic experience of play.

Indirectly, if not by title association, this book addresses Brian Upton’s 

work on the aesthetic of play.24 As much as I agree that play is something 

that reaches beyond video games, and that many novelties of the digital 

gaming medium can be found in earlier playful forms, I do not share Upton’s 

media- unspecific conviction that the gameplay experience of a first- person 

shooter is comparable to reading lines of Homer. Digital media are funda-

mentally different from their analog precedents, and the difference does 

not necessarily lie in their interactivity, nonlinearity, or multimodality— 

features that “sell” the new medium rather than critically look into its core. 

It is the discreteness as opposed to continuity that differentiates digital and 

analog media. It is their divisible and modular structures that have funda-

mentally changed the experience of play. And although the urge to play 

is predigital and reaches far beyond video games— or, for that matter, any 

games (defined as structured systems with rules)— a given medium molds 

the experience of play in the rhythm and shape of that particular medium. 

This, in turn, influences the aesthetic reception of play. After Claus Pias’s 

media- historical investigation of play, Upton’s comparison of the first- 

person shooter to Homer’s Iliad and Odyssey seems a medium- agnostic rhe-

torical trick at best.25 The human stories of war, loss, and love we tell might 

share some ahistorical similarities, but the question is how those stories are 

experienced situationally and locally in a given medium. Oral storytelling, 

stage performance, and narratives written on a scroll or in a codex (a book 

form consisting of separate sheets of paper bound together) create diverse, 

if not fundamentally different, aesthetic experiences.

But the story of the media aesthetic of distant play does not end with the 

medium. To end with the medium is to simply flip the coin; to take agency 

away from the human and to attribute it to “dead” matter instead; to claim 

that things, too, have agency.26 Instead of offering a symmetrical story of 

agency in video games, I want to show how matter comes to matter, how it 

is configured, and how it reconfigures.27 In such a light, the player is part of 

the gaming situation; they are not in but of the game world, configured and 

co- constituted by it. Play, then, is neither a human nor a nonhuman act. 
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Play emerges out of complex material, human and nonhuman ludic entan-

glements. It is a relation that forms the relata, not the other way around. To 

put forward such an understanding of play, I reach out to agential realism, a 

philosophy of posthuman performativity proposed by Karen Barad. In doing 

so, I also want to position my take on the media aesthetic of play in the  

new materialist and posthuman tradition while remaining in dialogue with 

other game scholars and colleagues such as Alenda Chang, Brendan Keogh, 

Darshana Jayemanne, Justin Keever, and Justyna Janik, among others, who 

have employed posthuman perspectives in their own explorations of play.

Dis- Playing Video Games

Out of the considerations on distance, media aesthetic, and posthuman 

performativity emerges my reinterpretation of computer mediated play as 

play at a distance or dis- play. And so, to dis- play is to be at a distance from an 

active and direct moment of play (from the Latin dis- , away, apart), to dele-

gate the immediate action towards the machine, participating in the (algo-

rithmic) spectacle (display) instead. To dis- play is also to unfold, to become, 

and to emerge by gradually opening up in its entirety (from the Latin displi-

care, unfold). And finally, to dis- play is to participate as one of the other 

possible agents in a distributed algorithmic entanglement. Playing at a dis-

tance is a medium- centric, posthumanist, and performative perspective, 

challenging the notion of the player and the played. Its aim is to decenter 

the human player and display other agents at play. The manifestation of 

play on the screen, in the case of digital games— that which is displayed— is 

a representational image of multiple agencies: the instantiation of rules, the 

execution of code, the cognitive and physical actions of the player, and the 

material possibility of play (raw materials used in manufacturing hardware 

components, the labor involved in assembling console hardware, shipping 

vessels carrying gaming consoles overseas for sale, access to electricity, etc.).

I see dis- play as a theoretical perspective grounded in its time, one that 

helps to understand the current computer gaming moment. It encourages 

thinking outside of the primacy of the thumb, questioning agency and 

direct control— qualities that have been almost synonymous with video 

games and technology. But it is not only games that exemplify the act of 

dis- playing; other digital practices unfold at a distance, too. Social media 

platforms such as Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram require only relatively 
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short moments or bursts of activity. Collectively we produce a “living” 

space that acts 24/7, changing every time we leave it and further feeding 

off of our intermittent moments of action whenever we come back to it. 

Live- streaming services such as Twitch are more persistent than ever, allow-

ing us to pop in and out at our leisure and in our own available space with 

no commitment or effort required; rather than being put on the spot or 

having to play the game themselves, viewers simply watch others play it 

instead. Watching, spectating, or lurking have become recognizable play 

forms in their own rights. This form of spectatorship surpasses the merely 

aesthetic level of the interface or the perceived image. What we are dealing 

with here is an algorithmic spectacle where images become “functions in 

the mathematical realm.”28 Perhaps the most illustrative example of such a 

spectacle, stripped to its bare ludic bones, is Number (2013) by Tyler Glaiel, a 

self- playing idle game depicting numbers going up. Consider also the more 

recent Universal Paperclips (2017) by Frank Lantz, about an AI that makes 

paperclips: “It’s free to play, it lives in your browser, and all you have to 

look at is numbers.”29

It is no coincidence that distance playing comes to mind at a time when 

automation, algorithmic agency, bots of all kind, and deep learning occupy 

news headlines worldwide. It is also not entirely coincidental that self- 

playing and idle games have appeared in the wider consciousness in recent 

years, or that a self- playing video game has been displayed in one of the 

world’s major art galleries.30 Such automated experiments may be the new 

ludic frontier or a whimsical temporary experiment in the larger history of 

digital games and media. Whichever turns out to be true, this book is about 

to capture them in the moment and offer a compass to navigate through 

those barely explored distant worlds.

The problem of defining or claiming the true aesthetic experience of 

video gaming has appeared under many names— casual gaming, walking 

simulations, or cozy gaming— all standing in opposition to the “real” gam-

ing experience, which is supposed to be hard- core, difficult, attentive, and 

connected with the investment of considerable amounts of time. In their 

latest book Real Games Mia Consalvo and Christopher A. Paul examine 

this question by asking what happens when a game’s gameness is called 

into question.31 They explore dominant culture discourses about legitimate 

games from a rhetorical perspective, reaching out to popular press, essays, 

and blog posts. My book, by contrast, approaches the question of gameness 
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by trying to develop a new language for the media aesthetic experience of 

digital play, which may in the end contribute to a wider understanding of 

what digital games and gaming are in all their diversity of experiences and 

forms.

Finally, I would like to look at games not only as the epitome of par-

ticipatory culture or the most iconic digital examples of the “interactive 

turn” but also as the experiments and outcomes of the “material turn” and 

the “automatic turn.” 32 The latter has led not only to the automation of 

drudgery but also, subversively, pleasure. Automated digital play has also 

followed in the footsteps of high- end programming languages, which tend 

to delegate and automate many parts of the code; distance, then, is hard- 

coded into the infrastructure of the digital machine. Distant play allows 

me to revisit crucial concepts, such as interactivity, control, hands- on par-

ticipation, and human agency, among many others. In doing so, I hope to 

capture emerging digital practices and carve out new ways to describe them.

Chapter Overview

My interpretation of distance in and at play reaches out to a variety of inter-

disciplinary theories, building on such concepts as interpassivity, ambi-

ence, automation, and intra- activity, among others. Each chapter presents 

a different aspect of playing at a distance, putting a specific game, play 

format, genre, or ludic phenomenon under the magnifying glass. In the 

words of the historian Sigfried Giedion, “The sun is mirrored even in a 

coffee spoon.”33 It is, after all, the modest objects of everyday life, “usually 

not granted earnest consideration,” that have a great power to shape our 

modes of living, and illustrate the changing world around us.34 Many of the 

games I mention in this book are modest objects (and sometimes subjects) 

of play— minor games, niche genres, or experimental modes within bigger 

games or play practices— that complicate rather than explicate gaming.35

Chapter 1, “Beyond Interactivity,” brings together thinkers and theories 

that challenge interactivity as the pivotal concept necessary to understand 

digital media and video games. Alongside many other scholars, I show that 

interactivity as a leading conceptual axis of video games fails to account for 

a diversity of play forms. The chapter lays analytical ground for the rest of 

the book and is filled with examples of computer- mediated play that are 

otherwise difficult to classify or, in the worst case, dismissed as “notgames.”
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Chapter 2, “Interpassive Play,” opens up a discussion on the emerging 

practice of playful involvement with self- playing systems, and the sort of 

play that is characterized by distance and delegation rather than close and 

focused engagement. It explores the peculiar phenomenon of delegated 

pleasure and extends it to that of delegated play. The chapter also unpacks 

the theory of interpassivity, developed by the contemporary Austrian phi-

losopher Robert Pfaller, to demonstrate how it applies to video games, with 

a specific focus on the genre of “idle” games.36

In Chapter 3, “Ambient Play,” I explore the concepts of ambience and 

background aesthetic. To understand the enveloping capacity of video 

games, I propose a twofold interpretation of ambience as either operational 

or affective. The first perspective points toward background processes of 

the computer as well as games and gameplay forms seamlessly embedded 

within the daily rhythms of their players, and the latter discusses ambience 

in relation to a slow and flaneur- like experience of play.

Chapter 4, “Automated Play,” sits at the crossroads between human 

agency and computer automation. It is an attempt to sketch a media 

archaeology and history of automated play, bringing player pianos, playful 

automata from the Enlightenment era, and current artificial intelligence 

(AI)– driven agents into the game. The chapter begins with a short history of 

the automatization of mind, juxtaposing the twenty- first- century computer 

program AlphaGo against the eighteenth- century chess- playing automa-

ton. It then looks into the mechanization of physical skill, drawing parallels 

between contemporary mods used to automate tedious gameplay and late 

nineteenth- century instruments such as pianolas, which turned a highly 

skilled human act of musical play into a relatively uncomplicated semiau-

tomatic activity. Ultimately, the chapter aims to offer possible directions for 

critical inquiry into automation in and around play.

Chapter 5, “Intra- active Play,” repositions the categories of players and 

games as subjects and objects, arguing that a different story of play needs to 

be put in place. Games change us as much as we change them (most of the 

time, literally). Out of this observation emerges a pledge for a posthuman 

and performative media aesthetic of play, drawing heavily from the philos-

ophy of Karen Barad.

Chapter 6, “Spectated Play,” is a contemplation of the visual and compu-

tational aspects of digital play, offering a reconciliation between the analog 

and the digital. The image, or that which is displayed, plays a central role in 
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video games. The recent turn toward spectacle in gaming culture (exempli-

fied by Twitch streamers and professional e- sports) has brought the element 

of displaying play to a new dimension.

The book culminates in a conclusion called “Postlude: Distance at Play,” 

in which I try to bring together all the diverse perspectives on play under 

the banner of distance, doing away with binarism and reviving the ambi-

guity of and at play. Play at a distance privileges neither the visual nor the 

procedural, neither the active nor the passive, neither the performed nor 

the spectated, neither the player nor the played. It strives to offer a situ-

ated, performative, and, most crucially, a mediated reading of play— one 

in which agency is not a property possessed by a human player but a force 

distributed within and across the ludic entanglement.
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1 Beyond Interactivity

“You’re not in control.”

Black Mirror: Bandersnatch (2018)1

Interactivity has occupied a comfortable central spot in popular discourse 

around video games and has often appeared as the driving paradigm in 

scholarly work, repeated like a cybernetic mantra every time the unique-

ness of the new digital medium was called into question. It has become a 

marker differentiating digital media and their flagship entertainment form, 

video games, from older media such as film, television, photography, and 

print. And since video games belong to computational rather than opti-

cal media, they seem to have been in need of such a unique differentia-

tion marker. Perhaps the study of video games needed a starting point that 

would not only favor computation and action over representation but also, 

crucially, develop a theory of action that would be based on the reduction 

of its significance in older media.2

Positing interactivity as the leading conceptual axis of computational 

media, however, fails to account for a myriad of playful forms and play sit-

uations. Only by looking beyond both its paradigm— and thus human con-

trol and agency— can we become receptive toward other aesthetic modes of 

engagement with playful technologies. Putting interactivity under scrutiny 

will lay ground for numerous concepts rooted in media theory, feminist 

theory, and philosophy. This chapter is an attempt to situate this book 

and its theoretical toolbox in the context of a diverse body of scientific 

perspectives— both long- standing and contemporary— that directly or indi-

rectly problematize the interaction paradigm. The drive to do so has been 

ignited by years of didactic experience as a media and game studies theorist, 
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and by teaching in international game design programs, where I was all 

too often exposed to students’ firm belief in the unique interactive capac-

ity of the video game. This chapter, therefore, is perhaps the most urgent 

read for novice students and designers who would like to critically reread 

the history of interaction in video games. Media and game theorists may 

find this chapter a rather familiar (but hopefully refreshing) read, preparing 

some ground for what is about to come in the chapters that follow, which 

propose concrete lenses going beyond the interactive paradigm. Ultimately, 

I want to argue for a media aesthetic of digital play that embraces a variety 

of ludic experiences mediated by computation. In any case, this chapter, 

which I have often called into question myself, has allowed me to carve out 

my own position on the complex question of video game aesthetic.

Critical Confusion

Interactivity gained particular momentum in the late 1980s through the 

1990s. It emerged as a demarcating line between the so- called new media 

and old media such as print, photography, and, most of all, film. Video 

games became the most recognizable examples used to illustrate the cul-

tural shift from mass media of spectacle or representation to mass media 

of simulation and computation.3 Computational media, the coolest of all, 

are characterized by high levels of participation and responsiveness.4 And 

interactivity is supposed to be the primary sociotechnical marker of partic-

ipatory culture.

Drawing on the work of Margaret Morse, the Chicago School of Media 

Theory took up this configurable potential of the computational medium, 

defining interactivity as “the ability of the user to participate in the cre-

ation or modification of the medium.”5 In Hamlet on the Holodeck, Janet H. 

Murray locates the primary representational property of the computer in its 

capacity to render responsive behaviors; in other words, to facilitate inter-

activity.6 In game design, it is often seen as “a cyclical process in which two 

actors alternately listen, think, and speak to each other.”7 In all the above 

examples, the assumption is that there exist two independent relata: the 

user and the medium, the game and the player, or the human and technol-

ogy. Interaction may be seen as a unilateral process, a reflex reinforced by 

a cause- and- effect chain: I press the space key, and the figure on the screen 

jumps in response to my input.
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Interactivity has even inspired the rise of a whole new discipline. The 

field of human– computer interaction rests firmly on activity theory, the 

idea that a human is an intentional subject acting on dead matter. It is the 

human engagement with digital technology that is of paramount impor-

tance.8 Activity theory looks at how people act with technology, failing to 

account for how technology influences and acts with people. To a large 

degree, this framework has shaped the popular discourse around what it 

means to interact with a video game. The simple concept of a feedback 

loop— I act on something and receive immediate response to my act— 

has rarely been questioned outside of academia. A problem arises, how-

ever, once interactivity is coupled with such terms as freedom, control, 

and choice— all of paramount importance in the grand fantasy of mas-

tery over a video game. It does not account for the power technology has 

over humans and the infrastructures and machines that guide our daily 

rhythms, make decisions on soon- to- be automated battlefields, and affect 

the political scene, albeit with no direct human- like intentionality. Action 

theorists would have us believe that computers are simply tools that medi-

ate between people and the world, but in reality they are media that “deter-

mine our situation.”9 By extension, computer games determine our play 

or “define what it means to play in computerised societies.”10 In much of 

his early work, Seth Giddings emphasizes this need to shift the attention 

away from established notions and toward a more nuanced understanding 

of the gaming “event” as one brought into being by complex human and 

nonhuman agencies.11

Interaction is also a foundation for many other concepts resting on the 

shoulders of the human player’s action and the computer’s response to it, 

such as choice in nonlinear storytelling (decision trees), agency, control, 

player effort, and many others; some belonging to the realm of theory, 

others reflecting a more applied and design- oriented angle. In many cases, 

interaction (or the lack thereof) has placed some genres at the edge of the 

heart of gameness; for example, Conway’s automated Game of Life, hyper-

text fiction, and Dear Esther, which gave rise to the genre of walking sim-

ulators.12 For many gamers and game designers, games that prioritize such 

practices as walking, exploring, contemplating, and reflecting are not inter-

active enough to be classified as “real” games.13 The more often buttons are 

pressed, choices are made, and challenging actions are executed, the more 

“gamey” and hence interactive the video game seems to its players.
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Despite the early allure of interactivity, many media and art theorists 

have expressed skepticism toward the concept. Espen Aarseth, for instance, 

views interactivity as “a purely ideological term, projecting an unfocused 

fantasy rather than a concept of any analytical significance.”14 To allevi-

ate that murkiness, he introduced the notion of ergodicity, which describes 

the degree of nontrivial effort that is required in order to traverse the text 

(in a broad sense). Similarly, Lev Manovich finds interactivity too broad a 

concept to be truly useful, if not entirely redundant.15 Instead of thinking 

about new media as interactive, he defines them in terms of five principles: 

numerical representation, modularity, automation, variability, and transcoding. 

Dominic Arsenault and Bernard Perron argue that the players do not act 

so much as react to the game and, in turn, the game reacts to them. And 

since it is the game that begins the “conversation” with the player, they 

do not interact with it but inter(re)act instead.16 In that sense, video games 

may be described as inter(re)active media. More recently, Brendan Keogh 

made an even bolder statement, undermining the special status granted 

to video games entirely: “I reject the notion that a pure uniqueness of the 

videogame form ever truly existed beyond the rhetorical strategies of a new 

media industry (and subsequently scholarly discipline trying to demarcate 

a discursive space for itself).”17

Interactivity seems to have earned a prominent spot in the long line 

of confusing buzzwords and rhetorically empty terms that have neverthe-

less powerfully shaped the popular understanding of digital media and 

video games. It is as illusory as that of technology, the meaning of which 

evolved over the course of the twentieth century from a very specific one 

denoting practical art to a highly vague one used to talk about “an unbe-

lievably diverse collection of phenomena— tools, instruments, machines, 

organizations, methods, techniques, systems, and the totality of all of  

these [ . . . ].”18 Currently, media theory faces a similar challenge with the 

term artificial intelligence, which has been “cobbled together from a grab bag 

of disparate tools and techniques.”19 By taking interactivity yet again on 

board, I do not aim to add up to the general narrative of confusion; how-

ever, I do believe that it is important to understand the changes the concept 

has undergone in order to provide some orientation markers in the midst 

of this terminological maze. Only then can we propose alternatives to the 

mainstream view of video games as explicitly participatory and interactive 

and, furthermore, account for all the other examples of computer- mediated 
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playful experiences that are otherwise difficult to classify and are, at best, 

typically labeled as “notgames.”20

Infrastructures of Freedom and Control

Computer games often require their players to choose a path or utilize an 

object, perhaps two of the most common performative acts in adventure 

games. Activity (and thus interactivity), however, should not be conflated 

with freedom of choice, although it very often is. In an early piece on the 

ideology of interactivity presented at the first international DiGRA con-

ference in 2003, Matt Garite observed that “video games grant players 

an unprecedented degree of freedom and control, while simultaneously 

bombarding them with a relentless series of limits and demands.”21 What 

these games actually offer is an illusion of freedom. After all, “the program 

administers only that which is possible under specific conditions.”22 The 

computer simulates only a fraction of what we could refer to as the player 

control; it is the read-only memory (ROM) that remains the real control-

ler.23 Let us take a look at two brief examples.

The conflated choice structure is well represented by the Blueprint Visual 

Scripting system available in Unreal Engine 4, developed by Epic Games 

(figure 1.1). Instead of writing code line by line, the designer or developer 

may represent choices and all functional relationships within the game 

in a visual manner, combining the nodes with “wires” and determining 

the relationships between them. This kind of ludic infrastructure underlies 

the logics of the game, the behavior of the entities within the physical 

game world, and the structure of choice for the player (closed and open 

doors, dialogue options available, loops and blind alleys, win conditions, 

etc.). In other words, Blueprint systems define object- oriented classes and 

objects of the game, providing an operational and logical framework for the 

interactive practice of playful communication mediated in and by a digital 

machine.

Digital play mediated by information technologies remains highly 

susceptible to the core infrastructures of those technologies; in this case, 

object- oriented scripting logics and if/then conditional statements charac-

teristic of programming languages. Depending on the interpretation, they 

may be seen as those of freedom, choice, and diversity, or those of control, 

confinement, and only nominal variety. In the early 1990s, many regarded 
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the internet in general and the structure of choice- rich hyperlinks or fork-

ing paths in particular as a marker of democratization. This belief in the 

emancipatory character of media is not necessarily unique: “telephone, 

radio, television [  .  .  .  ] have all at one time or another been described 

as democratizing, liberating forces,” although the freedom was assigned to 

quite different structural capacities of the medium.24

There were other, more skeptical voices, too. Manovich, for instance, 

believed that interactive digital media represent potential infrastructures 

of manipulation and control. Inspired by the criticism of the avant- garde 

digital art scene, he shared his opinion in a short article provocatively titled 

“On Totalitarian Interactivity.” He began his evaluation of interactivity 

with a quote by Alexei Shulgin:

Looking at very popular media art form such as interactive installation, I always 

wonder how people (viewers) are excited about this new way of manipulation on 

them . . . They are happily following very few options given to them by artists: 

press left or right button, jump or sit . . . Future now!25

Figure 1.1
A first- person character blueprint in the Unreal Engine. Courtesy of Epic Games.
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As a post- Communist subject, Manovich saw interactive media as highly 

problematic. Instead of viewing them as vehicles for free exchange, 

democracy, and choice, he saw in them the potential of surveillance and 

oppression. (Little did Manovich know that digital media of choice would 

eventually be used to sway the democratic elections of 2016 in the United 

States and stir unrest in post- truth societies.)

A similar point was raised almost a decade later in Alexander R. Gallo-

way’s Allegories of Control trilogy, in which he argued that distributed digi-

tal networks, although historically developed as alternatives to hierarchical 

and centralized systems, indeed turned into “the most highly controlled 

mass media hitherto known.”26 Similarly, in Control and Freedom: Power 

and Paranoia in the Age of Fiber Optics, Wendy Hui Kyong Chun developed 

her argument from the problematic tension between freedom and control, 

which led to a polarized understanding of digital technologies and the 

internet as tools that either promise freedom or control their users.27 Societ-

ies structure technologies, which in turn influence how people work, com-

municate, and, without a doubt, play. To lean on Langdon Winner again: 

“Many technical devices and systems important in everyday life contain 

possibilities for many different ways of ordering human activity.”28 This 

notion can be seen as either empowering or restrictive, depending on the 

ideological perspective or the context of its use. In other words, technology 

can obfuscate a choice or seem to offer it. Video games are no different in 

this respect.

Such examples externalize what some media critics have known for 

quite a while: that interactivity, choice, and freedom constitute a Western 

technocratic myth of individual empowerment within and through the 

digital— all signs of social and technological utopianism. But it is power, 

not empowerment, which is inscribed into the technological dispositif, 

argues Dieter Mersch in the provocative essay “A Critique of ‘Algorithmic’ 

Reason.”29 Drawing on Fred Turner’s book From Counterculture to Cybercul-

ture, he goes on to highlight how the countercultural movements of the 

1970s and, later, the 1990s misunderstood a computer as a tool of emanci-

pation and counteroffensive against state control.30

As complicated and choice- rich as they are, video games may be also 

seen as infrastructures of predetermined choice actualized by the player. 

The richer the choice, the stronger the illusion of control and mastery over 

the system.31 We may develop a feeling of control over the game and its 
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outcomes, when in fact all we can do is perhaps join the “totalitarian” 

ludic structure— that is, a structure that exercises control over the uncon-

strained freedom of our imagination and association and maps it onto a 

neatly carved- out, rule- based cybernetic system.32

Another way to think about the controlling and measuring dimension of 

the computer is to look at its core— say, an Intel core. The central processing 

unit (CPU) is more or less a very precise clock generator, repetitively syn-

chronizing its circuits’ operations and oscillating a set number of times per 

second. For example, a 1 GHz CPU is processing at the speed of one billion 

cycles per second. A computer is a highly rhythmized machine. Likewise, 

digital play is a highly synchronic experience. Thinking media archaeolog-

ically, computer games are rhythms of human– machine communications. 

In other words, a cybernetic infrastructure of video games is a perfect exam-

ple of a chrono system regulating our rhythms.33

We can rarely do everything that pleases us within game worlds, despite 

the marketing promises of the game developers and their belief in the god-

like abilities of the programmers and game designers to summon virtual 

worlds into being. Adventure games offer their users incomparably less 

freedom than what was planned for the operators of Memex.34 The closest 

approximations to that dream of freedom are sandbox or simulation games, 

whose rules are so derivative and emergent that they indeed simulate free 

choice or skillfully muddle the underlying rule set; and games such as No 

Man’s Sky, which rely on random, procedurally generated game worlds— 

the supposed variety and diversity of the system itself and not of our doing 

within it. Friedrich Kittler’s assertion that “media determine our situation” 

suggests that a game as a system determines gameplay or our capacity to 

control it.35

Mind the Mind– Body Gap

Perhaps one of the most interesting critical remarks related to the widely 

accepted view of interactivity as something unique to digital media, hyper-

text, and video games is that of ellipsis. In the cognitive sense, all preceding 

media are interactive, asking readers, viewers, or listeners to fill in the miss-

ing information. As an opening example, let us consider literature, usually 

juxtaposed to video games as the noninteractive sparring partner in the 
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clichéd battle between narratology and ludology that never actually took 

place. Umberto Eco observes that

any narrative fiction is necessarily and fatally swift because, in building a world 

that comprises myriad events and characters, it cannot say everything about this 

world. It hints at it and then asks the reader to fill in a whole series of gaps. Every 

text, after all, is a lazy machine asking the reader to do some of its work.36

Other examples point toward “missing” parts of objects in modernist paint-

ing, or moving the eyes— or even the whole body, when viewing sculpture 

or architecture— according to visual and auditory cues in visual arts or film. 

When understood literally, Manovich notes, interaction is equated with

strictly physical interaction between a user and an artwork (pressing a button), 

at the sake of psychological interaction. . . . The psychological processes of fill-

ing- in, hypothesis forming, recall and identification— which are required for us 

to comprehend any text or image at all— are mistakenly identified strictly with an 

objectively existing structure of interactive links.37

As provocative as Manovich’s remarks may have seemed in 1996, they 

are an echo of a much earlier theory of cognitive interactivity, one pub-

lished eighty years prior on the cusp of a newly developing medium and 

the accompanying critical discipline that emerged alongside it. In The 

Photoplay: A Psychological Study (1916), the German psychologist and film 

theoretician Hugo Münsterberg developed an early conception of the rela-

tionship between film (photoplay) and its audience.38 His was an interactive 

theory built around mental acts requiring a high degree of cognitive activ-

ity that occur while experiencing a photoplay: attending, remembering, 

and expecting. He also drew attention to the so- called play of association: 

“We may have associative ideas, which find their starting point in outer 

impressions.”39 We see a landscape on stage or on screen, and a myriad of 

our own subjective associations follows. Münsterberg juxtaposed this free 

play of association with a suggestion that is forced on the audience in the 

case of the preceding medium that is theatrical play: “If two men begin to 

fight on the stage,” he remarks, “nothing remains to be suggested; we must 

simply witness the fight. And if two lovers embrace each other, we have to 

see their caresses.”40 Münsterberg regarded such highly suggestive witnessing 

as a passive activity; we remain “passive to the wonders which are unveiled 

through the imagination of the person in the play” as opposed to the sub-

jective and thus active imagination of the film viewer.41 For Münsterberg, 
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viewing a complex collage of cinematic images set in motion required not 

as much of a passive capacity to witness as an active ability to process, inter-

pret, and associate— in other words, the ability to fill in the missing gaps.

I do not aim here to argue for or against the interactive capacity of 

film. I would like to simply draw our attention to a recurring pattern in 

the way newly occurring media are perceived. With the invention of every 

new medium, we seem to land in the possession of a medium- in- plus. To 

work with the metaphor of memory rather than anticipation, in every 

medium the previous medium resounds; the content of the medium is 

always another medium.42 According to this logic, photo + play builds on 

photography, and video + game builds on its immediate predecessor— the 

moving picture. Smitten by the uniqueness of newly arriving technologies, 

we seem to regard the “old” media as limited or less capable than the new, 

conditioned somewhat automatically by the uncontrollable speed of tech-

nological advancement and the belief in new technology’s unique powers 

to equip us with more control. To quote Paul Virilio, “A higher speed elimi-

nates all the others in the end . . . there are no more horses in the streets of 

Paris, and there will never be more horses.”43

A similar medium- progressive narrative has granted the concept of inter-

action the power to define a new digital medium after cinema. If film was able  

to offer the spectator a cognitive sort of agency, a video game was sup-

posed to offer a physical one, giving the player the capacity to influence 

or change the perceptible form of the medium. And this ability came with 

the invention of a machine very different to a film camera, a procedural 

and “smart” machine that could respond to human input in a meaningful 

way and, more importantly, be configured. A video game required a very 

peculiar type of machine that was allegedly capable of engraving the stream 

of consciousness in code and externalizing it on the screen. The hyperlink 

has become the physical instantiation or representation of the nature of 

human mental processes. This externalized mental structure has been con-

flated with liberty; the grand freedom of choice enabled or determined by 

the complex decision trees that underlie the narrative navigation through 

vast commercial video game worlds. “The cultural technologies of an indus-

trial society— cinema and fashion— asked us to identify with somebody’s 

bodily image. The interactive media ask us to identify with somebody else’s 

mental structure.”44
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Fantasies of Mastery

Technical things have political qualities; “they can embody specific forms 

of power and authority,” Winner noted as early as 1980.45 Computers and 

video games as technical things are not free of politics. Furthermore, the 

aesthetic of digital play is not apolitical. We should always see play as a 

meaning- making practice rather than an activity predicated by technology 

and based on a mastery of a purely technical skill. Video games privilege 

certain forms of control, fantasies of highly challenging technical mastery, 

a virtuosity exercised feverishly in the “man cave” during long hours unin-

terrupted by sleep or female intervention.46 And all this despite a highly 

female- dependent herstory of hardware production. A very fitting exam-

ple is the famous ZX Spectrum computer, produced from 1982 to 1992 by 

the Timex Corporation in Dundee, Scotland, where I spent a few crucial 

years teaching video game theory and design. Spectrums were assembled 

by the women of Dundee in the now long- defunct Timex factory. Even the 

Wikipedia entry for the Spectrum fails to credit the work of thousands of 

women who contributed to the expansion of gaming culture. Their story 

was not considered crucial enough in the technological grand narrative 

of gaming of the United Kingdom. The empowering hardware for inter-

active flashy software carried in itself the all- but- empowering endgame of 

its production. Mona Bozdog, a performance designer and media scholar 

who gave the female ZX Spectrum workforce a voice in her mixed- reality 

project Generation ZX(X) (figure 1.2), writes: “The ZX Spectrum has been 

highly influential in the careers of many developers across the UK while 

the labor behind it has remained mostly invisible.”47 To design the expe-

rience, Bozdog employed her own design practice of “storywalking,” cen-

tered around walking as an aesthetic, critical, and dramaturgical practice.

As we have observed by now, the concept of interactivity brings with it 

critical and ideological baggage of all kind. It also carries a critical weight 

founded on the opposing figures of the gamer and the nongamer, more 

often than not a highly gendered divide. Until recently, most playable char-

acters— as opposed to accompanying nonplayer characters (NPCs), such as 

the princess companion in Prince of Persia: Sands of Time or the sorceresses 

who provide assistance to Geralt of Rivia in the Witcher series— have been 

predominantly male, as has the archetypical figure of the gamer (recall the 
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#GamerGate controversy of 2014). The fantasies of ludic control and inter-

activity are thus fantasies that do not necessarily empower all human sub-

jects. They predicate rules of access and privilege a certain set of actors over 

others— as playable characters, as gamers, even as game developers.

To paraphrase Vinzenz Hediger, a film theoretician who asked much 

the same of cinema, it seems impossible to describe modes of play with-

out regard for issues of identity politics.48 If the gaze in cinema is male, so 

too is the fantasy of mastery in digital technology and video games. Many 

contemporary writers have problematized interaction, pointing toward a 

diverse body of play forms that contest the mainstream male fantasies of 

mastery. Some lead a direct argument around interaction, whereas others 

problematize mainstream gaming through alternate play forms and for-

mats. Brendan Keogh, for instance, emphasizes that interactivity as such 

has been built on a masculinist hacker mythos celebrating control, chal-

lenge, and high effort as the main modes of interaction with technology and 

computer games.49 The fundamental question resounds: Are there modes of 

engagement with video games and computers— besides highly operational 

Figure 1.2
A participant “storywalking” the playful performance Generation ZX(X). Courtesy of 

Mona Bozdog; photo by Erika Stevenson.
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rule- based performances within the game’s system— that are partially dis-

missed due to their less interactive (or so- called feminine) nature?

Melissa Kagen sees wandering and walking as alternative and, at the 

same time, highly gendered modes of expression and experiencing of 

games. In her analysis of the game Firewatch and its playable protagonist, 

Henry, she emphasizes how “traditional games enable players to live out a 

fantasy of performing hypermasculine acts” while walking simulators rest 

on the ludological act of what may be called passive nonperformance.50 In 

Firewatch, the player is left with little to do besides walking and commu-

nicating via walkie- talkie. The game’s mechanic does not allow the player 

to fully control the game world through interacting with its objects, an 

expectation so common to most video games and one that Kagen frames as 

a “central tenet of hypermasculinity.”51 Firewatch is an example of a walking 

simulator, a game subgenre that exemplifies the so- called notgame or anti-

game, one that subverts traditional video gaming tropes and offers alterna-

tive ways to play. Such alternative means of play, where interaction with 

the game relies not on manipulating endless numbers of interactive objects 

or shooting enemies to gather experience points but rather on the explora-

tion of the character’s inner state while traversing the game environment, 

has been often dismissed as less active and thus feminine. Wandering as a 

primary game mechanic, Kagen argues, has been framed as a gendered prac-

tice, one that strips the player of their agency and games of their seemingly 

essential attribute of interactivity.52 The emergence and greater acceptance 

of diverse forms of play coincides with the dissolution of the hard- core 

gamer identity.

Similarly, Bo Ruberg problematizes the mainstream video gaming narra-

tive through their work at the intersection between games and queerness. 

They point to queer play as a mode of resistance toward traditionally male 

gaming paradigms. Throughout the years, they have developed a queer 

theoretical lens; one that goes beyond the issues of representation and sees 

the act of play as one that has always had a queer potential. The queerness 

of play practice is visible above all in its relationship to intention and time. 

In this reading, for instance, the well- known alternative play strategy of 

“speed- running” may be interpreted through a queer lens. Colloquially 

speaking, queer playing may be described as “playing the wrong way” or 

following one’s own “logic of desire” while playing.53
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Beyond Operational Control

There are many diverse forms of play, including practices and designs, that 

do not necessarily foster action; on the contrary, they invite the player to 

watch, wait, and “feel the restlessness one feels while in a waiting room.”54 

The interactive paradigm prevalent in a theoretical understanding of dig-

ital media and video games is predicated on the fantasy of control over a 

cybernetic system. It is an extremely operational and thus hypermasculine 

perspective that conceals all those other forms of playful engagement with 

technology. To talk of interactivity as the main aesthetic denominator in 

video games is to fall back on the old paradigms of digital liberation and 

male control.

Interactivity, promising a clean understanding of our place vis- à- vis tech-

nology (i.e., as almighty controllers and operators), further disintegrates in 

the age of smart machines, algorithms, and automated work processes. Out-

side of the world of video games, fantasies of empowerment, control, and 

mastery are dissolving. Perhaps it is more important to look for other ways 

to frame our engagement with and within the (game)world in more diverse 

ways. A video game, as the most prevalent art form of the digital age, has 

the potential to grant its players more diverse and equally engaging ways to 

perform, beyond those of interactors trapped in a reward- based Skinner box. 

Brendan Keogh makes a similar statement in his analysis of embodied play:

It is no longer sufficient to evaluate video games on purely technological terms. 

It is not sufficient to differentiate video games from other screen media because 

of some unique possession of “interactivity” or ability to “immerse” the player. 

It is not sufficient to say that a videogame allows the player to choose what to do 

when a film does not.55

In many ways, I pick up where Keogh and other theorists mentioned in this 

chapter left off. In the chapters to follow, I will propose possible theoretical 

lenses and concepts that will allow us to see what may lie beyond inter-

activity and gendered operational control. I will take a closer look at such 

concepts as interpassivity, delegation, automation, ambience, intra- activity, 

and spectacle, all of which contribute to the understanding of the media 

aesthetic dimension of digital play.
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2 Interpassive Play

A Chinese (200 years ago or more)

Visited France and went to the ball.

And some asked whether he knew it?

Others whether he himself could do it?

“We call it dancing,” replied he, nodding his head,

“But we have others perform it instead.”

Theodor Fontane1

I am situated in a firelit room. The fire is roaring, and the room is hot. The 

wood piles up, so I use some of it to stoke the fire. A stranger shares the space 

with me. She can build things. I disregard her for the time being. Soon, a 

mysterious wanderer arrives with an empty cart and inquires about wood. 

Shall I give her one hundred logs and hope she will reciprocate the gift 

sometime in the future? I do not trust strangers, so I turn her away. The fire 

keeps roaring. The builder says that, in exchange for thirty logs, she can 

make a cart for carrying wood. The rickety cart will carry more wood from 

the silent forest surrounding the firelit room. I head off to gather wood 

there. The builder assembles one lonely hut, then another. In no time at all, 

a tiny village grows, attracting more gatherers. No longer do I have to worry 

about collecting the wood myself. The hut now stores 271 units of wood, 

and they continue to pile up.

The fire is flickering. The water is boiling. I am out of the game, taking 

a short break to brew a cup of tea. While I’m away, the log count increases 

to 3,203 and continues to rise. I come back to a warm, fully stocked room, 

and a few reports of noises coming from the storage area. The builder has 

stoked the fire. The gatherers have collected wood. The game has played 
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itself, undisturbed by my absence. Occasionally, it reminds me of its exis-

tence as a notification flickers in my browser window. Disconnected from 

the micro- actions, I may choose to do something else entirely, tea- brewing 

being the least spectacular of many other possibilities.

The above passage describes a short gameplay session in A Dark Room 

(2013), a peculiar computer game belonging to the genre of so- called idle 

(incremental) games (figure 2.1). Also described as passive, self- playing, or 

clicker games, they are characterized by semiautomated gameplay, requir-

ing only intermittent participation from their players. The initial stages of 

most idle games start with the player performing a simple task of clicking in 

order to gain more in- game currency (e.g., logs, coins, cookies, etc.), which 

in turn allows them to acquire items or skills that automate most of the 

tedious gameplay in the future. As the game unfolds incrementally, more 

options emerge and more tasks become automated. Idle games seem to 

have no end. They are the ludic perpetuum mobilae of the digital entertain-

ment era. Ian Bogost refers to them as “on- going, never- ending affairs.”2

Figure 2.1
A Dark Room. Courtesy of Michael Townsend.
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Idling makes for a fascinating ludic phenomenon based on the capac-

ity of digital media to delegate tasks to the machine, the algorithm, the 

game. This is not a new phenomenon, but it is with idling that it becomes 

noticeable as an actual ludic aesthetic, bringing the question of delegated 

pleasure into the spotlight. Idling, delegation, and automation have all 

become crucial components of engagement with digital media in times 

when the abundance of content is constantly calling for our attention. 

Having started as an ironic commentary on the highly repetitive act of 

“grinding” in massive multi- player online role- playing games (MMORPGs), 

idling turned into a separate game genre taken with utmost seriousness by 

its devotees.3

Idling may seem like a ludic paradox. In most digital games, the role of 

the human player is to actively participate in gameplay, and the role of the 

machine is to enable, sustain, and facilitate play; record its progress; and 

communicate the outcome to the player. How, then, are we to understand 

idling? How do we make sense of games that barely require human agency 

and effort yet ask for human attention? What are we to do with games that 

“we (mostly) don’t play”?4 In other words, when a game system grounded 

in self- referential looped lines of code generates an outcome with no input 

required, “how can we take pleasure in reported pleasure?”5

This chapter will address those questions, mapping out an alternative 

view of digital play by analyzing idling as a form of delegated play at a 

distance. Although there have been some preliminary studies into idling, 

the subject largely remains unexplored by the game studies community.6 In 

the following paragraphs, I will engage with an idle aspect of play through 

the lens of interpassivity, a “little theory” revealing the nature of delegated 

pleasure.7 I believe the aesthetic of interpassivity, developed first by Robert 

Pfaller (1996) and later expanded on by Slavoj Žižek (1997), sheds a com-

pletely new light on digital play.

Disclaimer: This chapter will not read itself; neither will it flip its pages 

automatically. In contrast to the subject and object of its reflection, it 

needs the reader’s undivided attention and a trivial amount of hands- on 

participation to progress. Hopefully, you’ll only put this book aside long 

enough to brew yourself another cup of tea, but if not, make sure to leave 

it in a crowded coffeehouse or share online so that it does not stay idle for 

very long.
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Idle Games

This niche game genre was brought to a wider audience in early 2015 in 

a Gamasutra article titled “The Rise of Games You (Mostly) Don’t Play.”8 

Idle games also gained worldwide recognition among game developers and 

players alike after Anthony Pecorella’s talk at the Game Developers Confer-

ence, titled “Idle Games: The Mechanics and Monetization of Self- Playing 

Games.”9 They emerged as a satire of social games and an ironic response to 

the mechanics of progression in role- playing games based on leveling up, 

grinding, and gold farming, all repetitive and oftentimes laborious behav-

iors that allow players to reach new levels and thus advance in the game.10 

In idle games, grinding has become a core mechanic, around which the 

entire gameplay revolves.

The history of idle games purportedly begins in 2002 with Progress 

Quest (figure 2.2), an automated game that players have no effect on 

beyond initially “rolling” (or generating) the character and setting two 

Figure 2.2
The Progress Quest (2002) interface.
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parameters— race and class. From then on, the game plays itself. After del-

egating the action of play, the player is welcome to enjoy the experience 

by watching, deriving pleasure from the systemic changes, or knowing that 

the game keeps unfolding in the background. Progress Quest is an ironic 

ludic commentary that juxtaposes highly interactive and choice- driven 

aspects of role- playing with fully automated operations performed by the 

computer. The progress bars, which often represent gaming achievements 

or indicate the state of the program (loading, etc.), instead become the indi-

cators of the machinic act of play.11 The game questions the active position 

of the player, putting them in the shoes of the observer instead. Is it still a 

game if it is played by the machine?

One of the most iconic parodies of grinding is Ian Bogost’s Cow Clicker 

(2010), designed to satirize games like FarmVille (2009), which offer min-

imal— if any— meaningful challenges for players to engage in. Cow Clicker 

“distilled the social game genre down to its essence.”12 Although Bogost 

designed the game predominantly as a critique of “mindless” social 

games played on Facebook, its popularity rose despite the designer’s early 

intentions.

Other titles followed, including Progress Wars (2010), Godville (2010), 

and A Dark Room (2013), among many others. One of the most prominent 

idle games was Julien Thiennot’s Cookie Clicker (2013), which led to the 

popularization and commercialization of the genre. Idle games have even 

been used as outreach materials; for example, CERN, the European Organi-

zation for Nuclear Research, developed its own educational version, Particle 

Clicker (figure 2.3), in 2014.

The growing appeal of idle games and their wide accessibility was attrac-

tive to the gaming industry, which soon started to monetize the newly 

emerging genre. Self- playing idle titles are among the most popular games 

on Kongregate, one of the biggest online game portals, which claims to 

attract tens of millions of players each month. Idle games are also readily 

found on mobile platforms, such as iOS and Android. Many, such as AdVen-

ture Capitalist (2014) and Clicker Heroes (2014), are later ported to Steam or 

gaming consoles. AdVenture Capitalist, for example, was released on PlaySta-

tion 4 in 2016— a surprising turn of events, considering that consoles and 

Steam are traditionally associated with “real games” rather than free- to- play 

clicker or social games.13

Producers of major console titles also began shifting their attention 

toward the idle genre. One of those companies was Bandai Namco, a 
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Figure 2.3
Particle Clicker (2014), developed by CERN.
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Japanese game developer known for its PlayStation 2 title Katamari Damacy 

(2004). Encouraged by the growing market and appeal of “idlers,” it released 

Tap My Katamari (2016), a spin- off for mobile platforms. Tap My Katamari 

is an endless side- scrolling game with a predominant clicker component 

typical of idle games. The game keeps playing while the player is away, 

amassing coins that the player can collect upon their return to the game 

world. These coins can be used to purchase upgrades and thus advance in 

the game.

Roguathia (2017) is an interesting example of a fully automated roguelike 

idle game (figure 2.4). Its aesthetic is reminiscent of early cellular automata, 

or the so- called zero- player games, the most prominent example being John 

Horton Conway’s The Game of Life (1970). Conway’s game was conceived 

to solve a mathematical problem posed by John von Neumann about 

machines that could reproduce themselves infinitely. The game is initially 

set up by a human, but beyond that, it requires no further input and plays 

on its own. Fully automated idle games, such as the aforementioned Prog-

ress Quest and Roguathia, emulate this genre in a social play context, dis-

playing the pure mechanics of unfolding the system into a complex web of 

interrelations.

Figure 2.4
Roguathia (2017), an automated roguelike idle game.
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Toward the Heart of Idling

Idle gaming is not only an effect of new monetization strategies but also, 

above all, a cultural and media phenomenon that forces us to renegotiate 

the archetypical category of “real games.”14 Idling began in the satirical 

peripheries and grew to become a significant part of the popular gaming 

landscape. But what lies at the heart of idling, and how do we theorize 

the phenomenon of partial externalization of gameplay onto self- playing 

systems? I see numerous paths to scrutinize the nature and appeal of self- 

playing idle games. Some of them include:

a) The economy of attention through a gameplay model that does not require 

constant presence from the players and hence treats their attention as a 

scarce resource.

b) Recurring gratification by means of rewarding the player even for moments 

of absence from the game.

c) Compulsive gameplay based on the behavioral model, seen on social plat-

forms that encourage users to regularly check the status of their accounts.

d) Elimination of drudgery by automating and/or delegating all laborious and 

repetitive in- game activities.

The last point is particularly interesting within the context of the discus-

sion to follow. It builds on early examples of idle gaming, which provided 

a critical commentary on grinding as drudgery in MMORPGs, where play-

ers have long relied on bots and macros to automate the most laborious 

parts of gameplay.15 In idle games, too, routine activities may be “skipped 

through delegation.”16 And since the entire gameplay is stripped to those 

routine play acts, it may therefore be assumed that the enjoyment of the 

game is, to a great extent, delegated to “a technical device”— in this case, to 

the game’s self- running algorithm.17

It may be, then, that the pleasant act of delegation of play is what lies 

at the heart of idle games. Idling may be perceived as a “falsely interactive” 

manifestation of an otherwise highly interactive practice— the player falls 

under the illusion of being active, while their true position, as embodied 

in the fetish of the self- playing idle game, remains passive.18 If we expand 

on the elimination of drudgery argument with Žižek’s distinction between 

“the Other taking over from the ‘dull’ mechanical aspect of routine duties, 

and the Other taking over from me, and thus depriving me of enjoyment,” 
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we end up with idle games, depriving the player of large portions of game-

play.19 This peculiar relation leads me to the core concept of this chapter: 

interpassivity.

The Aesthetic of Delegated Enjoyment

I would like to begin this section with a playful lyrical commentary, quoting 

the entire verse “Aber wir lassen es andere machen” (“But we have others 

do it instead”), written by the German poet Theodor Fontane and recalled 

within the context of interpassivity by Robert Pfaller. These witty punch-

lines clarify the muddy conceptual waters of delegated pleasure and provide 

for a great introduction into the paradoxical concept of interpassivity:

A Chinese (200 years ago or more)

Visited France and went to the ball.

And some asked whether he knew it?

Others, whether he himself would do it?

“We call it dancing,” replied he, nodding his head,

“But we have others perform it instead.”

And the word still rings a bell,

Remaining for all to retell.

I stare at runs, I glare when others hunt,

But when people turn to me and ask blunt:

“Why don’t you join? Why stand by side?”

My reply is: “Everything goes with its own tide.

Chasing luck. All this only but troubles my head,

I’d rather others did it instead.”20

The theory of interpassivity was first developed in the 1990s by Robert 

Pfaller and Slavoj Žižek in opposition to and as an inverse structure of the 

concept of interactivity, prevalent in the contemporary art discourse of 

the time. While interactivity assumed that the observers must act in order 

to complete the work of art, interpassivity relieved them not only from 

active creating but also from passive observing— “the artwork would be an 

artwork that observes itself.”21 In other words, whereas interactive media 

invite the observer to participate productively in their reception and take 

over parts of the artistic effort, interpassive media take the effort of partici-

pation away. Thus, media, supplying the very process of their reception, are 

referred to as interpassive.22
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According to the logics of interpassivity, pleasure is something experi-

enced passively, and it may be passed over to other people or technical 

devices. As Pfaller explains:

Interpassivity is delegated “passivity”— in the sense of delegated pleasure, or del-

egated consumption. Interpassive people are those who want to delegate their 

pleasures or their consumption. Interpassive media are all the agents— machines, 

people, animals, etc.— to whom interpassive people can delegate their pleasures.23

The prefix inter-  is particularly crucial here, signifying a sort of transfer. In 

the case of interactivity, it is activity that is transferred from the product 

to the consumer (or from the work of art toward the audience). In the case 

of interpassivity, it is passivity that is transferred from the consumer to the 

product (e.g., a work of art that observes itself relieving the audience of this 

task).24 As a typical example of an interpassive medium, Pfaller and Žižek 

refer to a video recorder, which watches a film for or instead of the observer 

while they devote their time to something else. Other examples referred to 

by Pfaller to illustrate interpassivity include the Tibetan prayer wheel, the 

Greek chorus in ancient theatre, and canned laughter in US sitcoms.25 In all 

of those cases, the act of praying, the emotional catharsis, and the laughter 

are delegated onto someone or something else. Canned laughter is an inter-

esting contemporary media phenomenon that leaves the TV viewer under 

the illusion that the laughter has been outsourced to a fictional audience. 

Another intriguing instance of interpassivity is the behavior of some intel-

lectuals in libraries when they copy text from a book and go home with a 

sense of relief and satisfaction, as if the photocopier had done all the read-

ing for them; “they literally play reading by means of the machine,” which 

looks at every page in a linear process.26

The examples are numerous, some divided not only in terms of historical 

periods but also by the type of activity involved. The common denomina-

tor lies in the observer, who enjoys through the medium and may indulge 

in other activities at the same time. Interpassivity allows one to stay passive 

through the other:

.  .  . to accede to the other the passive aspect (of enjoying), while I can remain 

actively engaged (I can continue to work in the evening, while the VCR passively 

enjoys for me . . .).27

The above interpassive situation leads to a crucial question— why does the 

observer, who chooses to observe (e.g., watch a comedy), find it relieving 
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not to actively watch the film or laugh at it (in the case of canned laughter) 

but rather enjoy it through a medium of some sort? Furthermore, “why 

does the observer experience the relief from their own indulgence as pleas-

ant?”28 Or, in other words, “is enjoyment not something which, precisely, 

cannot be done through the Other?”29

In the case of an interpassive medium, the transference of pleasure may 

be (mis)perceived as one’s own— we think we enjoyed the show or the 

game, but the Other (e.g., the video recorder, the bot, the automated game 

system) did it for us, or rather instead of us. In an interpassive situation, 

the subject degrades the Other to a pure instrument of their (non)pleasure. 

Such outsourcing or reversed “extension” no longer signifies extending the 

pleasure itself but rather leads to a paradoxical situation in which pleasure 

does not need to be experienced at all.30 It is lived out by the interpassive 

medium.

Interpassive and Delegated Play

The concept of interpassivity, originally introduced within the context of 

art, has traveled into many other domains, such as media studies, film stud-

ies, and political science.31 It has even arrived in areas as seemingly remote 

as marketing and business, as an analytical tool used to explain consump-

tion patterns of ethical brands.32 In video games research, interpassivity has 

remained virtually unnoticed. It has been merely sketched as an analytical 

possibility to understand the avatar– player surrogate relationship through 

the Žižekian interpretation of Jacques Lacan.33 Pfaller’s foundational work 

has been overlooked.

The peculiar playful practice of idling opens up possibilities for new 

conceptual frameworks to understand digital play. Idle games, as discussed 

here, epitomize the delegation of pleasure and embody the interpassive 

relationship between the player and the game. Games such as the afore-

mentioned Cookie Clicker (2013), Clicker Heroes (2014), and Godville (2010) 

do something other than invite the player to an interactive spectacle where 

their participation is the necessary condition for the game to go on. Play 

emerges as a substitutive act— the player, represented by the automatic 

clicker algorithms, may take absence from the game. In the early stages 

of Cookie Clicker (figure 2.5), I willfully delegated the cumbersome task of 

cookie production to “Cursors” and “Grandmas.” Having earned enough 
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cookie currency, I proceeded to set up “Farms,” “Mines,” “Temples,” and 

“Wizard Towers” to further multiply my cookie realm. Every now and then, 

I come back to the game to unlock further upgrades, check statistics, and 

browse through my expanding collection of achievements. The random 

“golden cookie” boost encourages me to return to the game to increase the 

cookie meter and manually click alongside the automatically proceeding 

gameplay. The game may slow down without my presence, but it will not 

come to a halt. I flip between the tabs of my internet browser, constantly 

going in and out of the game. This intermittent interaction pattern, emerg-

ing as a result of delegated play, defines the active moments between auto-

mated gameplay sessions. The gameplay is reversed, as if the “load” screen 

were the actual game and the gameplay a moment to “wind up” or “load” 

the game.

In an idle game, the player’s agency collapses in a subversive act of play 

delegation. The player makes an attempt to click themselves away from the 

responsibility of being the sole agent. Paradoxically, with every delegated 

click comes an enacted click of the player, and so the agency and nona-

gency dance in an endlessly unfolding embrace. In an idle game, the click— 

the most basic action that has defined computer use since the invention of 

the mouse in the 1960s— may no longer be associated solely with agency, 

activity and freedom. Instead, it becomes a sign of “human tragedy,” of 

entering the game as a service prison from which one may never escape.34 

Figure 2.5
Cookie Clicker (2013).
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The click seems to have lost its empowering dimension, if it ever had one 

at all. Idling and self- play subvert digital games as entertainment forms 

that rely on active participants and engaged players. Interpassivity decon-

structs interactivity- centered discourse and lays bare the illusory nature of 

interactivity.

Idle Machines, Idle Processes

Umberto Eco referred to text as “a lazy machine that demands the bold 

cooperation of the reader to fill in a whole series of gaps.”35 It is the reader 

who is supposed to take over the laborious task of interpreting the unsaid. A 

game, let alone an idle one, is all but a lazy machine. Idling in fact denotes 

a state of constant motion, happening in the background; a barely noticed 

chore executed in code.

Although idle games as such are a relatively recent playful form, they 

seem to revive a much older phenomenon of idling known already in 

the late 1980s. Within the context of Internet Relay Chat (IRC, an early 

instant messaging system), idling referred to leaving the client connected 

to a server while being away from the computer. This created an illusion of 

being present in the chat channel, and allowed people to stay connected 

while not actively conversing all the time. The way we interact within mod-

ern social media and communication platforms is very much based on such 

distant idle moments. The resemblance between idle chats and idle games 

is far more than a structural correlation or a rhetorical trick. Both fulfill the 

requirements of the current “attention economy,” which sees attention as 

a resource to be managed and capitalized on. Such perspective encourages 

delegation of tasks, relinquishment of agency, and intermittent rather than 

continuous immersion.

We could trace the lineage of idling as far back as the barrel organ, which 

was played simply by rotating a handle in a cyclical motion, thus delegat-

ing the actual task of playing the organs to the “programmed” cylinder. 

To a great extent, the tasks of idle gamers resemble those performed by 

organ grinders. Both consist in delegating the otherwise highly absorbing 

and oftentimes complex activity of play to a machine, which needs to be 

“ground” in order to keep playing. Barrel organs are not a coincidental 

media archaeological association. They illustrate a continuation of a cer-

tain operational logic, extending from wooden or metallic cylinders, or, 
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later, paper rolls encoded with musical notes to electronic circuits set in 

motion by lines of code. Circularity rests at the core of an electronic com-

puter machine. It is also to be found in the programming architecture of all 

video games; for instance, in “game loops,” which process inputs, compute 

new world states based on those inputs, and render the state before return-

ing to the input phase. Regardless of the player’s actions, the game executes 

the same instructions over and over again, preventing the program from 

ending after the first run. In other words, the game continues to operate in 

cycles without the player having to act. This phenomenon is well known to 

every gamer and has been described by the media theorist Alexander Gallo-

way as an ambient act of the machine: “The ambience act is the machine’s 

act. The user is on hold, but the machine keeps on working.”36 Idling, then, 

pushes the ambient act to the center, making it the primary component of 

gameplay rather than an easily ignored background operation. The game 

not only continuously renders the state of the game world until the player 

provides an input to bring this state forward but also runs through a series 

of states automatically until the player reappears in the game to perform 

an action.

From Interactive to Interpassive Play

In a recent take on cinema in Die Künste des Kinos, the philosopher Mar-

tin Seel has restored the significance of passivity, embracing “the passiv-

ity of the spectator as an important dimension of human existence and 

the cinema as the art form that activates passive side of human experience 

in an exemplary and comprehensive fashion.”37 Video games have found 

themselves in an equally ironic situation. Just as film theory embraces the 

passivity of its spectator, so too does game studies turn toward the sorts of 

pleasures that don’t necessarily stem from the interactive character of the 

medium. We look at the roles that our bodily configurations play, how 

technology makes us feel, or why we find pleasure not in playing but in 

delegating play or watching others play instead.38 The prevailing metaphors 

of players as controllers and operators, as discussed in chapter 1, are accom-

panied by other modes of play. Today, we are play chimeras, spectators, 

delegators, desire- driven subjects in interpassive game constellations.

Interpassivity provides a compelling perspective to look at computer 

games and digital play. It allows us to grasp the nonactive aspect of play and 
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provides an interpretational path for genres and play practices such as zero- 

player games and idling, which otherwise leave us puzzled. This is largely 

because the heart of gameness is no longer defined through the kind of 

human– computer communication dynamics that situate the human player 

as an active agent in dialogue with technology: “Unless players have some 

agency to affect the outcome of a game and can intentionally exercise it, 

they are not really . . . playing a game.”39

The concept also opens up thematic fields apart from idling— the usage 

of bots and macros in MMORPGs, for example, or the role of the player in 

movie games (or interactive movies), which rely primarily on cinematic 

sequences rather than pure gameplay; an iconic example of this genre is 

Heavy Rain (2010). An interactive movie may as well be seen as an interpas-

sive game, which consists more of spectating, witnessing, and delegating 

than of enacting. From an interpassive perspective, the well- established 

and discussed “cutscene” may be interpreted as a delegated gameplay com-

ponent in its own right rather than a disruption of an otherwise interactive 

experience or an embodiment of a visual narrative technique belonging to 

the previous medium; as Pfaller describes it, “an interpassive act  .  .  . not 

only brings back a part of bygone pleasure, but constitutes a new, original 

one.”40 Finally, the recent worldwide practice of watching others stream 

their gameplay on Twitch.tv becomes much clearer when perceived through 

the lenses of delegation and interpassivity. Twitch broadcasting defines a 

ludic pleasure derived from looking over another player’s shoulder. In all 

the interpassive examples of games, hands- on actors do not need to be the 

key figures of agency.41

Looking at games through the interpassive lens of play delegation may 

contribute to a deeper understanding of activity, passivity, the pleasure of 

gaming, and the role of the player. I would even go as far as concluding 

that, without interpassivity, we cannot fully understand all the facets of 

playful communication between the human and the machine.
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3 Ambient Play

“Then she [the Machine] broke down, for with the cessation of activity came an 

unexpected terror— silence.”

E. M. Forster1

In 1909, some eighty years before the World Wide Web pervaded our daily 

rhythms 24/7 and server farms transformed the Earth’s landscape, E. M. For-

ster envisioned a world in which humanity lived below the earth’s surface, 

relying on a giant machine and being surrounded by its ubiquitous presence. 

In his short story “The Machine Stops,” the titular protagonist constantly 

operates in the background, its humming guiding the citizens day and night 

and mediating in all their conversation exchanges. The machine is no lon-

ger regarded as a mere medium but as a techno- god praised and feared by 

the increasingly obedient humans. Life outside of the machinic embrace 

seems an impossibility, physical travel an extravagance, and original think-

ing an anomaly. Most ideas are collages echoing data previously filtered 

by the system. True enlightened knowledge is attributed to the machine: 

“Humanity, in its desire for comfort, had overreached itself. It had exploited 

the reaches of nature too far. Quietly and complacently, it was sinking into 

decadence, and progress had come to mean the progress of the Machine.”2

Forster’s machinic agent is a very accurate allegory of today’s ambient 

networked media.3 To provide for ambient experiences in a culture ever 

hungrier for nonstop connectivity and affluent data generation, a new form 

of ubiquitous computing is underway, one that illustrates the transforma-

tion “from computers we actively use to computing resources increasingly 

acting in the background for us.”4 We could say that ambience is inscribed 

in the very materiality of the data- driven computational medium.
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As contemporary digital users we are particularly exposed to the ubiq-

uitous “surrounding influence” of media, although the phenomenon has 

been observed in earlier media formats as well. Radio and television provide 

good anecdotal examples here. Both used to be listened to and watched in 

a focused manner, serving as mediatized fireplaces, often bringing families 

and smaller communities together for a limited and time- bound broadcast; 

recall the so- called television parlors of the 1930s, which united dozens 

of viewers to experience a public spectacle. With time, the consumption 

patterns have evolved, and both media have receded into the background, 

seamlessly accompanying listeners and viewers in their other daily activities 

as ambient spaces of surrounding ubiquity. In reaching a state of maturity, 

it seems, media tend to migrate from the foreground to the background of 

our cultural consciousness. Wendy Chun explains this transformation in 

terms of habituation: “Media matter most when they seem not to matter at 

all; when they have moved from new to habitual.”5

In many complex ways, digital playing has evolved into just such a 

habitual act. Practicing gaming through hours of feverish repetitions trans-

forms some of us from conscious into semiautomatic players whose bodies 

become attuned to the rhythms of the games.6 Technology’s habituation 

operations extend into human habits of clicking, updating, sharing, liking, 

and browsing, many of which happen seamlessly, barely noticed.7 In some 

cases, habitual acts are delegated to the game’s algorithms, as shown in 

the previous chapter on interpassive play and idle games. Larissa Hjorth 

and Ingrid Richardson, the authors of the monograph Ambient Play, notice 

how digital play (particularly when combined with the use of mobile tech-

nology) affords “diverse modes of engagement from distraction to the 

habitual.”8

Despite its habitual character and reliance on ambient computational 

media, video gaming is usually regarded as a foreground activity, requiring 

undivided attention and almost uninterrupted action from its audience. 

And yet, alongside highly focused gaming practices, other digital play for-

mats and habits have been emerging. Surprisingly, many gameplay sessions 

are enjoyed at a slow pace, from a distance, indirectly, or intermittently; 

that is, on an on- and- off basis, while other activities are taking place. Think 

of such ludic practices as aimless wandering (theorized by Melissa Kagen 

in her latest monograph Wandering Games9), observing, or letting the game 

run in the background like a Tamagotchi might. It is those diverse ambient 
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play rhythms that I want to take a closer look at in this chapter. I would 

also like to note here that I consciously decided to write about ambient play 

as opposed to ambient video games. As I understand it, ambience is not a 

characteristic of a specific video game genre but rather a possible mode of 

experience. That is why ambient play may be found within walking simu-

lators, idle games, independent titles, and major franchise releases such as 

The Legend of Zelda: Breath of the Wild.

In an attempt to carve out an ambient aesthetic of digital play, I will 

introduce two interconnected types of ambience: operational and affective 

one. Operational ambience can be understood as a media function, whereas 

its affective counterpart is framed within the concepts of atmosphere and 

mood. But before delving deeper into video games, let us take a short stroll 

through ambience as perceived in a variety of other media.

Ambient Media and Background Aesthetic

The conceptual origin of ambience is difficult to pinpoint. Erik Satie’s 

looped piano music of the 1890s and “Furniture Music,” written for the 

Muzak Corporation in the 1920s, tend to be mentioned as the precursors 

of ambience in the domain of sounds. It was Brian Eno’s album Ambient 1: 

Music for Airports (1978), however, that brought the concept into popular 

discourse. Ambient music was supposed to be “as ignorable as it is interest-

ing,” accommodating many levels of listening attention without enforcing 

one in particular, as well as inducing calm and allowing space to think, to 

put it in Eno’s words.10

The genre was also practiced outside of Europe. For instance, in Japan in 

the 1980s Hiroshi Yoshimura’s released his first ambient album Green. His 

other records were

interwoven with the burgeoning wealth of corporations in ’80s Japan. AIR, 

released in 1984, was produced for the cosmetic company Shiseido, imagined as a 

sonic equivalent to one of their fragrances (it surely smelt of pine and rain), while 

Surround, released two years later, was designed to be played in the model homes 

of the Misawa Home corporations.11

In recent years, sound ambience has been influenced more and more by the 

use of algorithms. The popular music platform Spotify, for instance, quan-

tifies the listener’s taste by collecting data regarding their music choices 

and using that data to suggest new songs and artists that the listener may 
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enjoy. This pattern- driven content optimization has transformed the way 

that we listen to music, from seeking out specific albums, artists, or songs 

to streaming content algorithmically based on user preferences.12 The appli-

cation Endel takes the algorithmic turn even one step further. At its core 

lies “Endel Pacific,” a nebulous AI-  and data- driven technology responsi-

ble for generating personalized mood environments, which are supposed 

to reduce stress, improve sleep, and boost productivity.13 As opposed to 

Spotify, which collects user data reflecting music choices, Endel attempts 

to provide a holistic user profile by tracking raw data from other active 

devices. The ambient sound experience is supposed to fit into a wider mood 

context, adapting to the time of day, the weather, the user’s heart rate, and 

the user’s location while the app is in use. Endel sees itself as more than a 

product— in their online manifesto, the software is presented as a “tech- 

aided bodily function” that will reshape our collective future. This cultural 

and technological move from the old into the new is stamped with a quo-

tation from the Canadian media theorist Marshall McLuhan: “We approach 

the new with the psychological conditioning and sensory responses to the 

old.”14 The creators of Endel want to go beyond the old way of listening 

to musical content and instead offer soundscapes, which would have the 

power to provide an optimal personal environment depending on the situ-

ational, locational, and emotional context.

Endel’s techno- bodily vision of sound seems to rely on a certain inter-

pretation of ambience— what the Brisbane- based sound artist Luke Jaaniste 

refers to as a mode of “being- in- our- surroundings,” attuning to the “all- 

around- everywhere materiality.”15 Since the sense of hearing is multidirec-

tional, its predisposition toward an enveloping kind of aesthetic seems a 

natural fit. We are not Argus- eyed, like the many- eyed giant from Greek 

mythology, but Argus- eared: “We hear instantly anything from any direc-

tion and at any distance within the very wide limits. . . . Whereas the eyes 

are bounded, directed and limited to considerably less than half the visible 

world at any given moment, the ears are all- encompassing.”16

Despite the strong ambient predisposition of sound, vision- driven ambi-

ent forms also pervade the media landscape. Visual arts, film, television, 

and even literature often “act” as surrounding media, fading in and out 

while we’re busy doing something else. In Ambient Television (2001), Anna 

McCarthy explores the pervasive dimension of television, going beyond 

the common understanding of it as a household fixture. TV monitors are to 
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be found all around us: in bars, shops, and waiting rooms; at airports and 

sporting events; and in a variety of work spaces.17

The Ambient Literature project poses a similar question regarding how 

pervasive and ubiquitous computing has altered the aesthetic of reading.18 

The project’s website curates literary works that manifest alongside our 

daily routines between the ethereal and the magical, oscillating between 

foreground and background of postphenomenological experience. Ambi-

ent literature “welcomes the world into itself and extends itself out into the 

world.”19 To paraphrase the authors of the project, it engages within a wider 

paratextual world, extending beyond the materiality of the written word.

The resurgence of interest in ambience covers many fields, theoretical 

and applied alike. Even hardware manufacturers have responded to the 

ambient “hype.” Ambient mode is a feature meant to merge Samsung tele-

vision sets organically with living spaces, allowing the TV screen to blend 

into its environment. Amazon’s voice- controlled “smart” speaker Alexa is 

perhaps the most tangible commercial manifestation of the enveloping 

aesthetic. Placed in our living rooms, bathrooms, and bedrooms, it con-

stantly operates in the background, listening for potential commands to 

play favorite tunes, browse the Internet, or read emails. It is seamless and 

seeming; harmoniously blending within its surrounding and creating an 

illusion of absence— or rather presence— on demand.

Ambience is quite an ephemeral concept. It can denote varying phenom-

ena depending on the specificity of the medium. In optical media (television, 

graphic displays), it is often concomitant with being physically surrounded 

by screens and imagery that have the capacity to create a certain atmo-

sphere; for example, the relaxing influence of smoothly changing lighting 

in a sauna or an airplane cabin. In literary texts, ambience may manifest 

itself in terms of intertextuality; that is, the huge network of associations 

and references a given text is capable of generating outside of or within 

itself. Computational media are different. They are not only capable of pro-

ducing representational ambience (through imagery, association, or phys-

ical presence) but also, and more importantly, they trigger what I propose 

to call operational ambience (through algorithmic background operations).

As this chapter will argue, digital media cannot be fully understood with-

out taking into account their ambient— pervasive and all- surrounding— 

character. We could go even further by assuming that ambient media 

produce a very different type of aesthetic: the “background aesthetic,” 
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which remains in contrast with the traditional aesthetic experience.20 

While the latter requires the audience’s undivided attention toward the 

aesthetic object, background aesthetic relies on experiences of dispersion, 

distribution, and distraction.

Video Games as Surrounding Media

Despite the fact that games are a native ambient medium, relying on back-

ground operations and constantly processing and computing data, they 

have remained a relatively underexplored and underrepresented topic 

within ambience- related discourse. The very few attempts to pin down 

ambient play have predominantly focused on pervasive gaming practices 

(transmedia and augmented reality), which combine the virtual with the 

real, creating a dispersed experience and pervading into the otherwise 

non– play- related spaces.21 In many ways, the concepts of gamification, 

ludification of culture, and the interference of work and play— extensively 

discussed in media and game studies— are all connected to the ambient 

character of digital play.22 Paolo Ruffino’s attempt to see self- optimization 

applications as “games to live with” exemplifies their ever present and sur-

rounding dimension.23 More recently, Larissa Hjorth and Ingrid Richardson 

have studied ambient play within the context of mobile gaming, grounding 

their work in an ethnographic analysis of actual play practices of selected 

media users.24 For Hjorth and Richardson, ambient play expresses the all- 

pervasive character of games and playful media, which become inherent 

parts of our everyday media routines. Ambience captures the constant 

movement between the digital, material, and social worlds.

What interests me within the context of ambience is how it allows us 

to open up entirely new avenues to study digital play and gaming. In the 

following two sections, I will discuss a variety of video games and play 

practices, offering two interpretations of ambience— operational and 

affective— already described in the introduction to this chapter. The first 

interpretation relies on background operations, which are, to a large degree, 

executed automatically by the gaming algorithms rather than the human 

player. Here, we are dealing with ambience as the operational quality of 

computational media. I want to find out how the current ambient com-

putational infrastructure determines play and to what extent it transforms 

the aesthetic experience thereof. Affective ambience, by contrast, denotes 
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a relaxing practice of slow play manifested by, for instance, wandering 

aimlessly in the game world, contemplating its surroundings rather than 

engaging in structured or competitive gameplay practices such as hard- 

core gaming, speed running, or highly rhythmized professional gaming. 

It can also characterize sensory engagement with soothing software (self- 

care, meditation, and ambient music game applications). Slow play may be 

regarded as a reaction to the ever- present bombardment of digital stimuli 

and a way to carve out spaces to think and contemplate within the oversat-

urated digital sphere.

Operational Ambience: Background Operations

Imagine yourself sitting firmly at an office desk, drowning in a sea of incom-

ing and outgoing emails and flipping between a dozen active browser tabs 

and program windows, all the while half- consciously engaging in a few 

WhatsApp chats with friends, skimming your Facebook newsfeed, and nav-

igating the endless array of news alerts and push notifications filling up 

your mobile phone’s already overcrowded screen. Occasionally, you find 

yourself staring at a colorful screen that displays a pixelated character tra-

versing a fantasy world, with notifications obediently reporting when a 

monster has been killed. At this point, you may be asking yourself, “How is 

it even possible to squeeze gaming into an already overwhelming amount 

of screen time?”

This is an average hypothetical scenario that might apply to players 

of Dreeps (2016), an RPG- inspired semiautomated mobile “alarm playing 

game” (figure 3.1) that requires the player to do little more than set an in- 

game alarm clock to wake up the player character and have them embark 

on a journey. While the player is busy at work, the game’s character tra-

verses fictional worlds, slays monsters, and “lives” a life of their own. The 

player may lurk into the game at any time to observe the in- game world 

and watch the character progress independently. In the evening, the game 

is metaphorically and literally put to sleep, and the player sets the alarm 

clock again so the “robot boy” character can continue his adventure in the 

morning. As the designers themselves state, Dreeps is an RPG for those who 

don’t actually have time to play:

You can have a look at the adventure on the phone put on your desk while work-

ing, during snack time, just enjoy the game at your pace. If you woke up with 
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dreeps, the adventure will automatically continue as long as the robot boy has 

enough HP, even if you don’t open the app.25

Playing Dreeps, one cannot escape the impression that it is the latest 

ludic incarnation of the Tamagotchi, a digital toy created in Japan in the 

1990s, the main difference being that the robot boy does not require con-

stant care and will not die if left unattended. The constant attention and 

care has evolved into an intermittent attention model devoid of the respon-

sibility to keep the game “alive.” To care is to focus, even if only on a peri-

odic basis. Playing Dreeps, we can de- focus, de- charge, and relax without 

feeling under constant pressure to perform.

Another short example that illustrates operational ambience involves 

David OReilly’s open- ended simulation games Everything (2017) and Moun-

tain (2014). In Everything (figure 3.2), the player can do everything and, 

at the same time, does not have to do anything at all. The game invites 

the player to a sandbox- like exploration of its universe, giving them the 

possibility to step into the shoes of every creature possible: “I am Rock 

Planet, small and grey. Soon I am Sun, and then I am Lenticular Galaxy. 

Things seem a little too ordinary, so I pull up a menu and transform my 

galaxy into a Woolly Mammoth. With another button I multiply them. I 

am mammoths, in the vacuum of space.”26 If left unattended, however, the 

game starts playing automatically: “One might let Everything play in the 

Figure 3.1
A screenshot from Dreeps. Courtesy of Daisuke Watanabe, Hisanori Hiraoka, and 

Kyohei Fujita.
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background while doing other things, letting it be an ambient aquarium of 

universes.”27

Everything appears to be an elaboration of ideas first presented in OReilly’s 

previous simulation game, Mountain, which the author himself describes as 

a “Mountain Simulator, Relax em’ up, Art Horror” (figure 3.3). Although 

it may serve as a spectacle to be attentively observed by the player, it is 

designed as a semiautonomous system to be run as a background game 

alongside other applications the user may be operating in parallel in the 

foreground.

Upon starting the game, the player is asked to draw responses to a series 

of word associations, such as child, birth, or logic. The game then generates 

a version of a mountain modeled on the player’s drawings. The mountain 

hangs suspended in midair and every now and then attracts new objects. 

The game’s interactivity boils down to rotating the view, zooming in and 

out, or pressing random keys on the keyboard, which turns into an instru-

ment. None of these actions, however, affect the mountain in any way. 

Occasionally, a few words of wisdom appear in the left upper corner of the 

screen: “I’ve had dreams about this day of days” or “I’m digging this night 

of nights.” Although the independent game scene has seen many other 

low- interaction games (or “notgames”) in the past years (such as Proteus or 

The Graveyard), none of them have removed the active role of the player to 

the extent that Mountain has.

Figure 3.2
A screenshot from Everything (2017). Courtesy of David OReilly.
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Dreeps, Everything, and Mountain are not the only games that facilitate 

ambient play. Due to their self- playing and semiautonomous modes, how-

ever, they illustrate operational ambience particularly well. By offering the 

possibility to remove the human player from the gameplay loop, they sink 

into the background, still performing the necessary background opera-

tions should the player wish to return to the game as its agent or spectator. 

Each games employs different game mechanics and gameplay dynamics 

to achieve the ambient effect. Dreeps and Mountain require an initial setup 

before taking over as self- playing role- playing games, but Everything sur-

prised its players by continuing its ludic operations even after the game 

controller has been inactive for a few seconds. All the three titles playfully 

subvert the “conventions of challenge, action, and interactivity.”28

From a media theoretical perspective, every video game, regardless of 

its autonomous or semiautonomous mode, relies on a number of ambi-

ent processes. As instances of digital software or playful simulations, video 

games are defined by background processes, which most of the time run 

unnoticed behind the scenes. For me to control the player character and, 

say, jump from one platform to another, as in Super Mario Bros., the program 

needs to execute a series of commands that are initiated by my action. 

Another example may refer to the noninteractive elements of the game, 

such as the graphics themselves, which are displayed on the screen for me 

to see but are in fact being continuously rendered by lines of code that 

Figure 3.3
A screenshot from Mountain 2.0 (2018). Courtesy of David OReilly.
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determine the conditions and properties of the objects shown. The game 

itself can also run as a background process on the computer. This meta- 

ambient state is usually described as an undesired technical problem by 

the users who cannot force their application to launch, while still seeing it 

running in the background in their operating system’s task manager. The 

game is recognized by the operating system as a process, but the player is 

unable to interact with the application.

Affective Ambience as Slow Play

As noted by Paul Virilio, we are living in an era of “dromocracy,” in an age 

of acceleration.29 The world around us is speeding up; faster cars, faster 

broadband, faster lifestyles. Companies are overtaking one another in 

delivering new versions of the same old smartphone or laptop. Gaming 

consoles are marketed based on their increasingly more efficient computa-

tional capacities. As technology accelerates, however, many players seem 

to feel the need to decelerate. This trend is reflected in a slow approach 

to design, one that would limit the player’s or user’s agency in ways that 

promote a more contemplative mode of engagement.30 In their work on 

Slow Technology, for instance, Hallnäs and Redström argue that the increas-

ing availability of technology in environments outside of the workplace 

requires interaction design practice to be expanded from creating tools to 

make people’s lives more efficient to “creating technology that surrounds 

us and therefore is part of our activities for long periods of time.”31 Slow 

technology incorporates a design agenda aimed at inverting values of effi-

cient performance and emphasizing creating technologies that support 

moments of reflection, mental rest, slowness, and solitude. As computers 

are becoming more ubiquitous, they turn from being tools used in spe-

cific situations to continuously present assistants enveloping their users in 

their everyday rhythms, such as speech recognition algorithms built into 

our smartphones or meditation apps like Headspace. At the beginning of 

this chapter, I mentioned envelopment as a characteristic of sound; this 

time, it reappears as a design term, contrasted with that of development. 

Envelopment allows for a deeper understanding of technology design, 

going beyond its immediate use to solve a concrete problem or meet 

an objective. Enveloping design is more holistic, allowing mapping an 

expressional landscape.32
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One example of this idea is illustrated by the science- fiction romantic 

drama Her (2013). Its main character, Theodore Twombly, is accompanied 

in his daily life by a personal virtual assistant, Samantha, who no longer 

performs the tasks of a mere operational system but rather envelops The-

odore’s life in ways that make the border between a “smart” program and 

an organic life companion almost indistinguishable. Like the smart algo-

rithm behind Amazon’s Alexa, Samantha is always there, present in the 

background, ready to offer information or advice at a moment’s notice. 

Gradually, in Theodore’s eyes, she transforms from an assisting technology 

to an object of deep affection.

Another way to grasp slowness in technology is to focus on its ubiq-

uitous calmness, or what Paul Roquet names “the aesthetics of calm.”33 

Roquet’s work is embedded within the context of Japanese culture and its 

use of mood- regulation technologies as modes of self- care and healing. He 

looks at ambient music, film, video installations, and— as paradoxical as it 

may seem— literature. “Like ambient music,” he writes, “ambient literature 

is an artistic response to the demand for transposable calm. Ambient liter-

ature rethinks the novel as a mood- regulating device.”34 An ambient novel 

is supposed to exert a calming effect on its readers by building an envel-

oping space around them and providing a nurturing, safe, and predictable 

space to think, while at the same time guarding its “drifting readers” from 

the intense seriousness of their everyday lives.35 Ambient media in general 

provide deep affective experiences that have the ability to induce calmness 

amid the instability and uncertainty of contemporary life.

The ambient aesthetic of calm extends beyond the borders of any sin-

gle national culture or region, Roquet writes, and I would argue that they 

extend beyond the borders of any single medium as well.36 Soothing and 

tranquility- inducing qualities can be found in video games, despite the fact 

that they are more often associated with the military– entertainment com-

plex or optimization strategies than with calming environments.37 Such 

associations, however, fail to acknowledge video games as deeply affective 

spaces, or what Aubrey Anable calls “affective systems.”38 Their architec-

ture may exert as calming and enveloping an effect on players as ambi-

ent literature does on its readers. Although ambient and calming literature 

is often characterized by an easy reading style and safe, everyday settings 

known to its readers, comfort and safety may also be achieved within ludic 

spaces, whether by limiting the player’s agency, using calming and ambient 
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soundscapes, or making use of the enveloping character of computation— 

letting the game play in the background, seamlessly assisting the player in 

their everyday rhythms.39

Many video games and play styles speak to this vision of slow and calm 

digital technology. The game worlds of Abzû (2016), Dear Esther (2012), 

The Legend of Zelda: Breath of the Wild (2017), and Tiny Bookshop (2021) all 

address the slow turn in different ways. The first two examples are especially 

interesting because they remove the element of direct challenge, metaphor-

ical death, and the well- known “game over.” By doing this, they present 

the players with game worlds devoid of simulated uncertainty— typically a 

defining quality of video games.40 The easy playing style of walking simula-

tors, affective games, and other so- called notgames is a fitting ludic illustra-

tion of Paul Roquet’s argument regarding the ambient, easy- to- read style of 

Haruki Murakami’s novels.

Abzû is a video game that follows in the footsteps of Flow (2006), Flower 

(2009), and Journey (2012), all deeply meditative titles with a rewarding 

gameplay experience that stems from moments of contemplation com-

bined with calming gameplay rhythms and a relaxing sound layer (or, in 

case of Journey, an extremely minimalistic one). Abzû begins by inviting the 

player to dive underneath the surface of a boundless, blue ocean glitter-

ing in the sunshine. A few gentle notes from the bassoon merge with the 

ambient sounds of marine life as the player plunges deeper into the sea. 

The game’s musical score, an ethereal suite of choral and orchestral music, 

conveys a mystical (and occasionally unsettling) emotional tone and sets a 

calming rhythm of play. Although Abzû does involve faster- paced moments 

where acceleration and swift turns are necessary to avoid enemy objects, 

most of its gameplay resembles a meditation session or a cathartic dance. 

In this case, meditation is not only a metaphor for gameplay; Abzû actually 

allows the player to choose from twelve meditation modes. As players dis-

cover meditation statues in the game, the corresponding meditation zones 

are unlocked in the main menu and may be accessed independently of 

the main game. In those moments, Abzû morphs into affective meditation 

technology. While in meditation mode, players can observe schools of fish 

and move the camera around to explore their surroundings, but they can-

not actively exert influence on the surrounding world. Immersed in the 

audiovisual spectacle of the environment, players can simply let go and 

follow the ambient rhythm of the game. Abzû is a game that could just as 
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well be referred to as a mood medium, one that doesn’t mediate between 

two states so much as surround the player the way air does.41

Dear Esther, the progenitor of an entire genre of games known as walk-

ing simulators, literally slows the player down by stripping the interactive 

experience to its minimum: walking. You cannot run, jump, or increase 

your walking speed at all; even picking up objects, one of the most com-

mon interactions in first- person adventures, is not an option. All players 

can do is choose a direction to walk in as they drift through the atmo-

spheric game world, contemplating the melancholy surroundings while 

listening to the narrator. Most of the game happens in the player’s head as 

they contemplate the game world or their own thoughts while wandering 

around the island. Slow walking as a central mode of experience evokes the 

Romantic figure of a flaneur, the archetypical nineteenth- century urban-

ite who could be found strolling along the boulevards of bustling modern 

cities such as Paris and Berlin, observing the pace of life from a distance 

as though refusing to succumb to its rhythms. Digital wanderers, just like 

nineteenth- century flaneurs, pass through the game world at their own 

pace, leaving no trace of their existence.

The Legend of Zelda: Breath of the Wild offers the player a vast open world 

to explore and interact with in seemingly endless ways. Cooking illustrates 

the complexity of the emergent gameplay awaiting the player. In the game, 

Link can use cooking pots found across the landscape to cook meals that 

restore his health and stamina and concoct elixirs that give him buffs such 

as heat and cold resistance or improved stealth. Almost anything that can 

be picked up, hunted, fished, or foraged may end up in the cooking pot, 

and there is hardly a prescriptive way of mixing the ingredients. Despite the 

highly complex and interactive world, Breath of the Wild provides enough 

space for calm solitary moments, strolling through the high grass, listening 

to the wind or getting lost in the vastness of the world. In the “Rise of an 

Ambient Video Game,” Lewis Gordon describes Breath of the Wild as sensory 

soothing software: “In the evening I sit on the couch, letting the colours 

and sounds of the digital world wash over me, allowing my brain to slowly 

decompress. It’s a relaxation activity that slips nebulously into self- care, the 

video game equivalent of putting an ambient record on.”42

Many other games not mentioned in this chapter tap into the ambi-

ent slow experience, especially the genre of “cozy” games, or self- care 

and meditation games such as Zen Koi (2016), which rewards the player’s 
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engagement with calm gameplay, a soothing aesthetic, and a minimalistic, 

relaxing soundscape.43

The final example I would like to mention within the context of slow-

ness is Tiny Bookshop (figures 3.4 and 3.5). This wonderful playful expe-

rience was developed by two students of the Cologne Game Lab, David 

Wildemann and Raven Rusch. The game was originally conceptualized as 

Figure 3.4

Figure 3.5
Screenshots from Tiny Bookshop, a game project developed by David Wildemann and 

Raven Rusch, two students at the Cologne Game Lab.
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a playful interpretation of anticapitalist or postcapitalist bookshop man-

agement. Instead of multiplying the profits from book sales in the town of 

Bookstonbury, the player is encouraged to enjoy the ritual of stocking up 

books and watching the NPCs visit the bookshop caravan. Occasionally, the 

player can engage in dialogue and diversify the slowly progressing game-

play by reading the local Bookstonbury Review newspaper or customizing the 

caravan. The slow- paced gameplay is accompanied by gentle background 

music, which sets the tone for the relaxing experience.

Slow play is a manifestation or a strategy of living and playing in an age 

of speed. It creates pockets of stillness in the endlessly accelerating digital 

everyday. The desire for slow ambience may be interpreted as a defense 

mechanism against overstimulation; in other words, a “coping mechanism 

for life under neoliberal capitalism.”44 Slow technology in general, and slow 

play in particular, promotes moments of reflection, calm, and rest in rap-

idly changing environments.

Homo ludens as Homo distractus

Similarly to other ambient media, some video games neither sit in the 

foreground asking for our full attention nor do they completely melt into 

the background. They float “between irrelevance and relevance,” allowing 

perception to be dispersed, distributed, or undirected.45 This dispersion 

questions traditional views on video game aesthetic, which assume that 

the player is supposed to pay close attention to an aesthetic object and its 

surroundings. Ambient play seems to have little to do with a fully immer-

sive gaming experience. It does not require an intense and deep focus from 

its players, who plunge into the game world only to come out of it the next 

minute should the need arise.

This immersive/emersive rhythm feeds off of our intermittent, distrib-

uted, or what Wolfgang Ernst calls “selective” attention, which has been 

well trained and conditioned by digital networked media.46 Think of your 

behavioral patterns each time you use your mobile phone, connected 24/7 

to the Internet and social media such as Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram. 

They all “live” and compute while you’re away, and each time you come 

back, they rewards you with likes, newsfeed updates, and all sorts of other 

content.
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In the so- called attention economy— based on the capital- centric 

assumption that time is money— attention (and the time spent on “pay-

ing” it) is a key resource. Clickbait, memes, and social media content flood 

users with new information snippets at an unprecedented scale, “too mas-

sive for human cognition to fathom.”47 Play is not free of this compulsive 

logic. Mobile social gaming is a good illustration of the attention economy 

infrastructure. Games such as Farmville and the like concentrate on one 

simple act: the click. It needs to happen in regular intervals so the player 

is lured into sustaining the rhythm of the game. This habitual behavior 

is ensured by appointment mechanics— short- term, time- sensitive goals 

(water your crops, feed your animals, collect your daily reward, etc.) that 

condition compulsive behavior in a player. And compulsion is said to be 

one of the main characteristics of a modern human, also referred to as 

Homo distractus.48

Following into the footsteps of the research on reading patterns done in 

digital humanities and comparative media studies, we could also argue that 

ambient play relies more on what is known as hyper attention than close 

attention.49 Where the first cognitive mode is characterized by “switching 

focus rapidly among different tasks” and “seeking a high level of stimula-

tion,” the latter is associated with the ability to concentrate on “a single 

object for long periods (say, a novel by Dickens), ignoring outside stimuli 

while so engaged).”50 Close reading, the traditional mode of interacting 

with a written text, requires focus and deep attention and thus has been 

challenged by the hyper reading techniques triggered by the introduction 

of the hyperlink. Similarly, the close playing typical of traditional video 

games requires a strict level of attention, whereas mobile and ambient play-

ing utilizes our hyper attention instead.

The attention problematic appeared long before the arrival of digital 

media. In his acclaimed essay on the work of art in the age of technical 

reproducibility, Walter Benjamin analyzes film and architecture as media 

of distraction. He places them in opposition to visual art, which, before 

the Dada movement, used to require and support a concentrated mode of 

experience. Benjamin juxtaposes distraction (Zerstreuung) to concentration:

Distraction and concentration form an antithesis, which may be formulated as 

follows. A person who concentrates before a work of art is absorbed by it; he 

enters into the work, just as, according to legend, a Chinese painter entered his 
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completed painting while beholding it. By contrast, the distracted masses absorb 

the work of art into themselves. Their waves lap around it; they encompass it with 

their tide. This is most obvious with regard to buildings. Architecture has always 

offered the prototype of an artwork that is received in a state of distraction and 

through the collective.51

For Benjamin, the contemplation– distraction dialectic not only emerges 

out of specific media but also is tied to social class. Whereas the bourgeoisie 

contemplates art in a focused manner, the proletarian masses distract them-

selves by attuning to visual shock effects (i.e., constant changes of scene 

and focus) characteristic of film. Digital ambience, however, also opens up 

the possibility of experiencing media content in a state of distraction. As 

media users, regardless of social class, we are exposed to works of digital art, 

which no longer happen before our eyes but rather progress silently in the 

background, conditioning a fragmented mode of experiencing the world. 

The shift in camera focus transforms into changes of human focus.

Architecture, which has been an element of human civilization since pri-

meval times, further problematizes the socially conditioned interpretation 

of distraction. Benjamin notices how architecture is primarily experienced 

by use: “Tactile reception comes about not so much by way of attention as 

by way of habit.”52 He goes further by claiming that attentive observation 

in the context of architecture gives way to casual noticing. This form of 

“apperception” or “reception in distraction” finds its ultimate test ground 

in film, which, in Benjamin’s time, was a new mass entertainment media 

format. According to Benjamin, film is predisposed to a distracted mode of 

reception, challenging the main assumption of the theory of perception 

(aesthetic).

Contemporary cinema and film studies explain the fragmented and dis-

tracted acts of consumption through a transformation from cinema to tele-

vision. This transformation has brought with it a different sort of viewing 

experience— glancing. The aesthetic of the gaze had been replaced by the 

aesthetic of the glance.53 In her media historical work on distributed atten-

tion (Zerstreung), the German media theorist Petra Löffler sees panoramas 

and big cities of the eighteenth century as the roots of the glance, or what 

she refers to as a “drifting mode of seeing” (gleitendes Sehen).54 A very sim-

ilar logic has shaped video games. The highly romanticized focused and 

fully immersive manner of aesthetic reception is being accompanied by the 

distracted, distributed, and ambient one. Perhaps, what we are observing is 
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a parallel transformation from the video game as a dedicated spectacle to 

the video game as an accompanying experience blended into the everyday.

Ambience as a New Aesthetic Category

As we have seen in this chapter, ambience is an exceptionally fertile media 

theoretical concept. It provokes many interpretation pathways and allows 

us to view gaming culture as a vital part of a larger ambient media land-

scape. It opens a discussion about the emerging practice of playful engage-

ment with systems that operate in the background and the sort of play 

that is characterized by distance rather than close and focused engagement; 

moments of ludic ambience rather than almost undisturbed hands- on par-

ticipation; and perhaps safe, enveloping calmness rather than simulated 

uncertainty.

As I have demonstrated, ambience in video games may be analyzed 

twofold, being both an operational and an affective category. In the first 

case, it is the computational quality of digital media and, by extension, 

video games that comes to the forefront. Here, ambience denotes the game 

itself and its underlying code. The second category, by contrast, allows for 

the interpretation of ambience as both atmosphere and mood. Here, the 

primary importance is the game world itself. Operational ambience, then, 

happens on the level of computation, and affective ambience is realized on 

the level of representation. Video games as a total art form encompass all 

other possible art forms: illustration, motion picture, architecture, theatre, 

analog games, and text. Ambience therefore manifests itself in numerous 

complex ways.
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4 Automated Play

“The achievements of the first technology might be said to culminate in the 

human sacrifice; those of the second, in the remote- controlled aircraft which 

needs no human crew. Whereas the former made the maximum possible use of 

human beings, the latter reduces their use to the minimum.”

Walter Benjamin1

Emissaries (2015– 2017) is a trilogy of obscure art simulations about cog-

nitive evolution.2 It begins with Emissary in the Squat of Gods (figure 4.1), 

which depicts an ancient community living under the threat of a volca-

nic eruption that could lead to its extinction. The second part, Emissary 

Forks at Perfection, depicts an AI- driven world thousands of years after the 

explosion has taken place. And finally, in Emissary Sunsets the Self, the AI 

reaches its peak, attempting to shrug off its godlike agency by mutating 

in the hope of devising its own generative death. The visual and sonic 

layer of Emissaries is as surreal as the worlds it generates: “The landscape 

here is post- volcanic, its population shamanic, and the wildlife totemic, 

in the form of an owl and a snake. The scene teems with movement— as 

indecipherable and transfixing as if it were the work of a cyborgian Hier-

onymus Bosch.”3

Emissaries was exhibited in 2017 in MoMA PS1 in New York and simul-

taneously streamed online on Twitch.tv. They are real- time simulations cre-

ated using the popular game engine Unity. Ian Cheng describes his own 

work as a video game that plays itself. Various types of AI are assigned to the 

characters and entities of the world, competing with one another. As Cheng 

points out, the games learn how to play themselves based on the principle 
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of emergence, which allows for unexpected complexity to develop from a 

basic set of principles and behavioral laws:

I write little individualized fragments in C# that describe a behavior or tendency 

of an object. I also write a set of laws that modify the overall physics of the virtual 

environment. The key production principle is that all these behavior writings 

are micro, never a whole, deterministic architecture or bird’s eye view design. 

The simulation in the end is a virtual space with a huge accumulation of mini- 

behaviors and laws that act and react to each other with no master design, just 

tendencies, all playing out in parallel with each other.4

The virtual worlds devised by Cheng are somewhat bizarre manifestations of 

play. They redefine the role of the designer by decentralizing their authority 

over an artistic object. Instead of programming a coherent world for peo-

ple to interact with, Cheng opens up spaces of possibility out of which an 

artificial world keeps emerging in a self- playing mode. By doing this, he 

introduces mediated distance between himself and his work of art as well as 

between his work and the audience. Physical interaction with Emissaries is 

nonexistent. The human player resides outside of the interaction loop. The 

only role they can fill is that of an observer and interpreter of an automated 

systemic spectacle.

Figure 4.1
Ian Cheng, Emissary in the Squat of Gods (2015). Video still © Ian Cheng. Courtesy of 

the artist, Pilar Corrias (London), Standard (Oslo), and Gladstone Gallery (New York).
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In the past few decades, automation and AI have become flagship con-

cerns of science, world politics, and the greater public. To a great extent, 

popular discourse around automation throughout the cybernetic era has 

been fueled by fear of machines, computers, or AI taking over activities 

performed by human hands and minds and thus depriving them of their 

most purposeful activity— work. The technical, economic, and socio-

cultural implications of work automation have been discussed with an 

unfading fervor.5 Countless magazine headlines paint pictures of a fully 

automated future and ask questions about the social significance of auto-

mation driven by AI.

Experiments with automation and AI have also been affecting cre-

ative domains, although the tendency is not necessarily a characteristic 

of the last few years alone.6 The first computer- generated art appeared in 

the 1960s, soon after the invention of computers.7 Within the context of 

games, automation resides primarily in the mathematics, cybernetics, and, 

subsequently, computer science and game development circles.8 Every few 

decades, public interest in automated play surges, usually when a machine 

is being pitted against a human opponent. In 1997, IBM’s chess- playing AI 

Deep Blue defeated the Russian grandmaster Garry Kasparov in a highly 

publicized match, and DeepMind’s AlphaGo took the spotlight in 2016 as 

the first AI to win a Go match against a professional human player, the 

European Go champion Fan Hui.

At the same time, surprisingly little is known or asked about the cultural 

or media aesthetic dimensions of play automation. The early days of game 

studies saw a few attempts critically addressing the question of human and 

nonhuman agency in video games, but it seems that the subject ended 

somewhat prematurely as other, more human player– focused points of 

scholarly interest took over.9 My aim in this chapter is to bring one of the 

most crucial aspects of digitality back into the conversation and map out 

possible directions of critical inquiry about automation in play.10 I want to 

investigate how automation has changed the meaning of play in the digital 

age and explore the missing links between automation and the aesthetic 

experience of playing video games.11

Many examples I will draw on in the later parts of this chapter tend to 

partially or entirely automate the parts of play that have, until now, been 

performed only by human players. Think about automatic players (for 

instance, the grinding bots in role- playing games), self- acting AI agents 
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exhibiting some form of perceived liveliness, or entire game genres based 

on a model of progression that eliminates the need for direct input from 

human players (such as the idle games discussed in chapter 2). All of those 

instances may seem like oddities and novelties; however, it is crucial to 

realize that automation is a phenomenon with a ludic past much older than 

the electronic digital computer. To emphasize the potential historical conti-

nuity between contemporary automated gaming and media technologies of 

the past, I will bring the eighteenth- century chess- playing automaton and 

the player piano of the late nineteenth century into the proverbial game.12

Automation, Algorithms, and Computer Gaming

The modern understanding of the term automation (from the Greek word 

autómatos, or self- moving) has a relatively modern sixteenth- century ori-

gin, denoting a machine with a self- contained principle of motion.13 A 

digital electronic computer is, in many ways, just such a machine. Histori-

cally, it was developed as an automatic computing engine meant to replace 

“human computers,” a term first used in the early seventeenth century 

to denote persons performing mathematical calculations and compiling 

mathematical tables. Since contemporary digital computers have become 

an integral part of our everyday lives, automation has become one of the 

defining principles of a computerized culture, and it has digital media to 

thank for that.14 Automation is only possible due to the numerical and 

fragmentary or modular structure of digital media— that is, their ability to 

be divided into discrete parts that may be then recombined in diverse ways 

to generate new objects and behaviors.

Within the context of the contemporary digital electronic computers, 

automation relies on the use of algorithms and a broadly defined AI. This 

diverse set of techniques and practices united under one capacious term 

may refer to “pathfinding, neural- networks, models of emotion and social 

situations, finite- state machines, rule systems, [and] decision- tree learn-

ing,” among many others.15 Such a vague and all- encompassing definition 

of AI, “cobbled together from a grab bag of disparate tools and techniques,” 

may be confusing.16 For the purpose of this chapter, let us assume a general 

working understanding of AI within the context of gameplay automation 

as referring to autonomous agents and autonomous behaviors of the game 

itself.17 A game’s AI may create the impression of a “living” self- governing 
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game world, “the sense that there is an entity living within the computer 

that has its own life independently of the player and cares about how the 

player’s actions impact this life.”18 As players suspending our own disbelief, 

we often convince ourselves that the game or in- game characters “think,” 

“feel,” or “play.”19 Sim Settlements (2017), a mod based on Fallout 4 (2015), 

illustrates this perfectly. The mod enables NPCs to build their own housing, 

plant their own crops, and even work in shops they themselves construct. 

The human player is welcome to the city- building algorithmic spectacle as 

a bystander or a delegating agent rather than the primary active performer. 

The NPCs do not wait for the player to micromanage them; instead, they 

metaphorically and literally take matters into their own hands, similar to 

the delegated gameplay model seen in such simulation games as the fran-

chise explicitly referenced in the mod’s title— The Sims. The mod automat-

ically assigns citizen NPCs to plots preselected by the player (e.g., farming, 

residential, or industrial plots). The game world seems to acquire a lifelike 

dimension. As one of the mod’s users emphasizes:

The buildings your settlers construct aren’t cookie- cutter affairs: they’re all a bit 

different, right down to the clutter that eventually appears inside them. This 

means just about every house and store your NPCs build will look unique. I was 

oddly pleased to see my companion Curie build herself a home out of a trailer 

rather than a wood or tin shack like everyone else had done.20

Players often seem to find automated gameplay quite an astounding expe-

rience, especially if it involves representations of humanlike figures who 

virtually embody the performing algorithms, producing the illusion of a 

living agent in a dynamically responding world. The fascination with life-

like capacities of virtual spaces also resounds in the following commentary: 

“I can’t remember when I first saw AI picking fights with each other .  .  . 

[but] the first time it happened; it was a minor moment of joy. Not because 

the enemy of my enemy is my friend . . . but because it meant the game 

world wasn’t all about me.”21 The last few words open a larger discussion on 

the role of automation on nonanthropocentric models of play. Despite the 

growing agential dimension or the simulated “liveliness” of ludic systems, 

the majority of media theoretical work on video gaming revolves around 

anthropocentric narratives, placing the human player at the center of the 

experience. The proverbial state of play in how digital games are perceived 

and defined reveals a binary worldview: an active human player versus 

an acted- on, nonhuman game. As this chapter argues, however, human 
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players in the digital age often step into indirect roles, witnessing the sys-

tem’s supposed agency and delegating repetitive tasks to the algorithms. In 

digital play, at the core of which lies the automated and ambient actions of 

the machine, this alleged subject– object boundary is transgressed.22 Auto-

mation in play calls for a decentralized understanding of the human player, 

who is no longer the only or primary active agent.23

Automated Play and Mechanization of Mind

March 9, 2016, marked a pivotal moment in the history of automated play: 

Google held its DeepMind Challenge, the first human versus machine com-

petition since the famed 1997 chess match between Deep Blue and Garry 

Kasparov. Lee Sedol, one of the world’s best Go players, embarked on the 

emotionally draining quest of playing against the algorithm devised by 

a group of machine- learning scientists at Google’s Deep Blue subsidiary. 

After seven days of play, the 9 dan– ranked South Korean Go champion was 

defeated 4– 1 by AlphaGo.

The dreams of devising self- acting or self- playing machines are much 

older than AlphaGo and the digital electronic computer. Historians of sci-

ence have noticed a certain continuity of thought connecting the robots 

of cybernetic modernity and the algorithms of postmodernity with the 

automata of the Enlightenment, the Middle Ages, or even antiquity.24 

Automata and autonomous or semiautonomous machines mimicking var-

ious actions— such as moving, singing, writing, or playing— have been the 

subject of human curiosity and artistry for thousands of years. Whether 

hydraulic, pneumatic, mechanical, electrical, or digital, they have lured 

viewers with the promise of emulating, challenging, and ultimately exceed-

ing human physical and cognitive ability.

One of the most recognized experiments of this kind in Western tradi-

tion points toward one late eighteenth- century invention that was sup-

posed to demonstrate the capacity to mechanize human reasoning. The 

Mechanical Turk, also known as the Automaton Chess Player, was an 

anthropomorphic life- sized figure of a player whose mechanical arms could 

move by means of a clockwork mechanism. To impress Maria Theresa, the 

empress of Austria- Hungary (among sundry other titles), the civil servant 

and imperial councilor Wolfgang von Kempelen took it upon himself to 

design the Turk in 1769. Other “magicians” also visited the court to present 
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their latest experiments on such phenomena as magnetism and mechanical 

writing.25 He completed the Chess Player within six months, and the Turk  

played its inaugural game against a human opponent in 1770. The inven-

tor allegedly refused to put on a public exhibition of his creation, an act 

that has since been ascribed to his indifference to public opinion (and 

thus his true genius). He even considered dismantling the Automaton alto-

gether, not unlike the ingenious forger Trurl, a reoccurring figure in many 

of Stanisław Lem’s short stories. In “The Great Spanking,” Trurl devises an 

intelligent wish- fulfilling machine that is capable of producing an indistin-

guishable copy of himself. When the clone is nearly exposed as an imposter 

by Trurl’s rival, Trurl disassembles his own creation, leaving no trace of it 

but the stories and extolments of its existence. Von Kempelen decided to 

keep the Chess Player, however, and continued to kindle the tales of its 

artificial genius. The Automaton Chess Player traveled around the globe 

for eighty- four years, outliving its inventor by a few decades and reportedly 

defeating such luminaries as Napoleon Bonaparte, Benjamin Franklin, and 

Charles Babbage.

By contrast, AlphaGo’s “genius” was no secret at all, but the complexity 

of contemporary AI- driven emergent systems turns them into metaphori-

cal “black boxes,” the inner workings of which remain hidden from view. 

The algorithm had been learning from the behavioral patterns of 100,000 

amateur human Go players, playing 30 million matches against itself and 

improving more and more with each one.26 The algorithm was a big step 

in emergent AI, having won a game with a complexity far exceeding that 

of chess and with more potential game board configurations than there 

are known atoms in the universe. The version that outplayed Lee Sedol 

in 2016 was later challenged by an even stronger opponent: its successor 

algorithm, AlphaGo Zero, which was built without any initial human input 

and learned the game through random self- play alone. AlphaGo Zero beat 

its predecessor 100 to 0, causing Google to proclaim that its algorithm had 

achieved “superhuman performance.” Taking into account the long history 

of automata, robots, and artificial life, such a bold statement— even when 

taken with a grain of salt— is particularly interesting. Google’s latest Go 

experiments bring to mind John von Neumann’s visions of self- replicating 

machines programmed to build themselves without the need of a human 

intervention.27 AlphaGo and AlphaGo Zero also epitomize other cybernetic- 

era speculations that machines may one day eclipse the human brain.28
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Once decoupled from learning based on human performance, AlphaGo 

Zero developed its own creative strategies, which differed from all the 

known moves played by humans in the last 2,500 years. This encour-

aged human players to see the Go board with new eyes and learn from 

the unusual repertoire of the AI’s moves. “It actually may be kind of fun 

to explore the game with neural- network software,” remarked President 

of the American Go Association Andy Okun, “since it’s not winning by 

out- reading us but by seeing patterns and shapes more deeply.”29 AlphaGo 

Zero is no longer a “slavish type of machine,”30 like IBM’s chess AI Deep 

Blue (1997) or Arthur Lee Samuel’s Checkers- Playing Program (1959), both 

of which outplayed their human opponents through sheer magnitude of 

calculations, relying on the Monte Carlo tree search algorithm; however, 

they still required the programmer to first provide a general strategy frame-

work to the AI.31 By contrast, AlphaGo and AlphaGo Zero did not need to 

calculate the moves; they learned how to play the game of Go based on 

the technique of reinforcement learning.32 The experiments have marked 

a cybernetic rite of passage from modernist computation to what Sherry 

Turkle calls “postmodern simulation,” the foundation of which lies not in 

calculation but in adaptive emergent behaviors of the system— similar to 

the ones used in the self- playing Emissaries games referred to at the begin-

ning of this chapter.33

Von Kempelen’s Mechanical Turk may be regarded as a simulation in 

the premodern sense that it was based on an illusion, which implies some 

sort of trickery or fakery.34 In a thirty- two- page- long account of the encoun-

ter, an anonymous Oxford graduate observer who attended the 1819 exhi-

bition of the Mechanical Turk in London’s Spring Gardens described the 

figure’s appearance and mechanism and questioned the possibility of it dis-

playing the intelligence of a reasoning agent. Not being able to detect the 

true source of the simulation, he came to the conclusion that the seeming 

impossibility had indeed been achieved by the Automaton Chess Player:

To construct an arm and hand capable of performing the ordinary functions of 

those parts, would be of itself sufficient to secure the reputation of an artist; but 

to make the same arm and hand almost counterparts of living members in a rea-

soning agent, displays a power of invention as bold and original, as any that has 

yet been exhibited to the world.35

In addition, the depiction of the Mechanical Turk as an Orientalist fig-

ure of a sorcerer placed at a robust wooden desk with a chessboard only 
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strengthened the audience’s perception of it as an exoticized mystery 

utterly foreign to their own culture. From the medieval period on, “Latin 

Christians associated automata with Arab, Greek, and Mongol courts and 

saw them . . . as the products of foreign knowledge and exotic materials.”36 

In the end, however, the Turk turned out to be no more than an elabo-

rate hoax, an illusion that tricked generations of audiences and defeated 

chess players not by machinic means but by hiding a human inside the 

wooden desk to operate the mechanical arms. Despite being a disappoint-

ment to its viewers, the Turk nevertheless came to symbolize the dream 

of one day devising intelligent machines that were capable of automating 

human cognitive processes. The Mechanical Turk even became a source of 

literary inspiration, appearing, for instance, in the satirical- philosophical 

text “Humans Are Machines of the Angels” (“Menschen sind Maschinen 

der Engel,” 1785) by the German writer Jean Paul (born as Johann Paul Frie-

drich Richter).37 It reflected the desire to “imitate and expand the human 

mind, which has been the main project throughout the history of mech-

anization of the mind pursued by many notable figures including Pascal, 

Leibniz, Babbage, Wiener, and Turing.”38

Automated Play and Mechanization of Physical Performance

A certain rhythm of acting lends itself particularly well to automation— the 

routine. Repetitive actions are quantifiable and procedural and thus easily 

expressed algorithmically. At first glimpse, repetition seems to be charac-

teristic of primarily work- related processes. It is, however, equally present 

within the context of play, especially when the latter involves physical skill 

mastery. Repetitive play is to be found in diverse video game contexts. Per-

haps the most characteristic example is grinding, the laborious and tedious 

set of actions performed to accumulate resources needed to advance in 

some games (see chapter 2). Many of us have experienced it firsthand, usu-

ally within the context of MMORPGs: slaying an endless mob of opponents 

to collect loot that can be exchanged for gear, in- game currency, or expe-

rience points. Sometimes players use mods or bots to partially automate 

gameplay and alleviate the repetitiveness of the tedious tasks required to 

level up in the game. For instance, the Progressive Automation mod writ-

ten for Minecraft allows players to excavate the game’s environment with 

the help of automatic miners, set up farms that automatically plant and 
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harvest crops, or use crafting machines that can automatically craft inven-

tory components.39

Many developers regard the use of bots and mods as “cheating” and 

dismiss it as a practice that undermines fair play. Blizzard Entertainment, 

for instance, banned the unfair use of bots to automate gameplay within 

World of Warcraft:

We’ve recently taken action against a large number of World of Warcraft accounts 

that were found to be using third- party programs that automate gameplay, known 

as “bots.” We’re committed to providing an equal and fair playing field for every-

one in World of Warcraft, and will continue to take action against those found in 

violation of our Terms of Use. Cheating of any form will not be tolerated.40

A similar reaction affected gameplay automation enthusiasts in Pokémon Go, 

a multiplayer augmented reality game in which players move around the 

real world to locate and capture virtual Pokémon that the game populates 

on the screens of their mobile devices. Some players find this tedious and 

use bots and other third- party software to automate the collection process. 

In addition, several Pokémon species can only be found in certain parts of 

the world (Tauros in North America, for example), so instead of trading for 

those Pokémon, some players use virtual private network software to mask 

their location and trick their device’s GPS into thinking that the player is in 

a different region when, in reality, the player hasn’t moved an inch in the 

physical world. Niantic, the game’s developer, has been actively trying to 

eliminate what they regard as subversive gameplay or cheating.41

By contrast, there are entire game genres that revolve around automat-

ing the repetitive and time- consuming core gameplay, allowing the players 

to devote their time and attention to the game’s periphery instead. Idle 

games and auto battlers are relatively recent trends that exemplify the auto-

matic turn in gaming. Although they differ in terms of game mechanics, 

both genres seem to share one important characteristic: they automate the 

manual actions of repetitive clicking, instead offering their players the aes-

thetic experience of macromanagement.

In the 2017 idle game Universal Paperclips (figure 4.2), after the first fifty- 

nine manual clicks, I gained access to AutoClippers, which continued to 

make paper clips automatically in set time intervals. Since the length of 

the wire out of which the paper clips are produced is not endless— you start 

with 1,000 inches— the game is rather fast- paced in its initial stages. Despite 

having the possibility to delegate the manufacturing to the automatic 
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system and leave the game to its own devices, I decided to play along in 

order to accelerate the production of paper clips and to make sure there 

would always be plenty of wire available. In the following hours and days, 

I left the game playing itself in one of my browser tabs, coming back to 

it every now and then to further “grind” the gameplay mechanism and 

make a few rudimentary decisions (e.g., buying additional AutoClippers, 

unlocking computational resources, engaging in high- risk investments). 

After producing over 62,000 paperclips, I gained the ability to delegate wire 

purchasing to an algorithm. From that moment on, the game was able to 

run fully autonomously, leaving the higher- level decision making to me.

In auto battlers (sometimes called auto chess), after having set the param-

eters for the battle, the player simply sits back and watches the two parties 

automatically battle until the next round is set up. During the prepara-

tion phase, the players choose their initial battle units and place them on 

a grid- shaped battlefield (hence the association with chess). The players 

Figure 4.2
Universal Paperclips (2017). Courtesy of Frank Lantz, Hilary Lantz, and Bennett Foddy.
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are then randomly divided into two teams. During the battle itself, the 

units fight against each other without further player input. This moment of 

gameplay resembles watching a live- stream rather than focused hands- on 

gaming. The genre emerged in the wake of Dota Auto Chess (2019), a mod 

developed by the player community for Dota 2 (2013), a multiplayer online 

battle arena (MOBA). The mod became so popular, with reportedly more 

than 8 million players preferring to delegate battles over performing them 

manually, that Dota’s official developer decided to release their own “auto 

battler” under the title Dota Underlords (2020).

Those two game genres not only exemplify a specific trend in casual 

gaming but also (and more importantly) show how ingrained in our every-

day digital culture the subject of autonomous technology has become and 

how it has changed the way we play, raising automation from the backstage 

of a game’s operations to the surface of gameplay. Automation transforms 

play from an act of “utter absorption”42 to one of “distracted habitua-

tion,”43 and the human player from a focused agent or attentive watcher to 

a casually observant spectator, to expand on Walter Benjamin.44 And barely 

challenging distractions have the capacity to fit into daily routines without 

requiring too much of the player’s attention or physical skill.

Within the context of video games, skill has long been central to the 

identity of the hard- core gamer just as the ability to skillfully perform 

within the game has been at the heart of the definition of “gameness.” In 

an early attempt to approach the essence of games, Jesper Juul identified 

player effort as a necessary component of gaming. With the rise of casual 

gaming, however, an increasing number of titles have become accessible 

and easy to play, and thus require less effort from their players. In other 

words, the massification of the medium has lowered the entry skill thresh-

old. In social network, free- to- play, and mobile games, anybody and every-

body can become a player. In fact, the boundaries of games have never 

been set in stone. The ontological status of games— or their “realness,” as 

Mia Consalvo and Christopher Paul put it— is constantly being renego-

tiated as new genres, mechanics, and play practices emerge. Automation 

of gameplay opens up even more avenues for inclusion while simultane-

ously continuing to challenging the “core” identity of gaming as a practice 

reserved for a highly skilled human audience.45 This problematic dynamic 

has been also approached from the perspective of “deskilling,” a term orig-

inally denoting the process of transferring skills from humans to machines. 
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Stefano de Paoli identifies a similar relation between skill loss and skill gain 

in a field study of MMORPG players.46 Automatic play achieved by means 

of mods, bots, and macros, he argues, deskills the players and “enskills” the 

gaming algorithms and, in doing so, universalizes the playing experience 

so that it no longer requires precise hand- eye coordination or a huge time 

investment.

Video games are not the first entertainment technology to use automa-

tion to lower the human skill requirement. For instance, street organs and 

automatic player pianos (also known as pianolas) turned the high- skill act 

of playing a musical instrument into the relatively uncomplicated, semiau-

tomatic activity of organ grinding (i.e., continuously pushing the instru-

ment’s pedals). The player piano gained particular popularity at the end of 

the nineteenth century and thrived before it was superseded by more the 

efficient, portable, and affordable gramophone in the late 1920s. Similarly 

to other self- playing mechanical instruments such as barrel organs, cylin-

drichords, clockwork spinets, and harp- playing clocks, player pianos were 

set into motion by the turning of a pinned barrel. This technology was 

illustrated in the “Concert Room Anecdotes” referenced by Arthur W. J. G.  

Ord- Hume in his monograph Player Piano. The History of the Mechanical 

Piano and How to Repair It:

In small or family parties, where dancing to the music of the pianoforte is 

practiced, a person totally unacquainted with music, a child or a servant, may 

perform, in the very best and most correct style, quadrilles, waltzes, minuets, 

country dances, marches, songs, overtures, sonatas, choruses, or indeed any piece 

of music, however difficult.47

Similar descriptions can be found in numerous advertisements praising the 

accessibility of player pianos; for instance, the Wilcox & White advertise-

ment for the Angelus player piano from 1899 reads, “Anyone can play it . . . 

A child that has never before seen a piano can with the aid of Angelus 

Orchestral Piano Player render the most difficult compositions in a man-

ner possible to only the most accomplished pianist.”48 The player piano, 

together with other technologies of its time, began the process of popular-

ization of music listening and music making.

In many ways, the “massification” of computer gaming resembles the 

popularization of the player piano. I would risk a rough hypothesis that 

what pinned barrels were to the mechanization of playing music, digitally 

executed algorithms are to the automation of gameplay. In initial stages, an 
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automating mechanism seems to be depriving the human player from the 

actual skill of playing. As the technology matures, however, automation is 

no longer just a “deskilling” technology but one with which human play-

ers interact in new, complex ways. New forms of play keep emerging at the 

crossroads between automation and play; while repetitive tasks are com-

puted, other parts of gameplay become the core of human players’ engage-

ment. It makes little sense, then, to try to define the essence of games and 

play based on fixed categories such as agency, interactivity, effort, or attach-

ment to the outcome.49 After all, the meaning behind those concepts is not 

ahistorical or media- agnostic.

Automation at the Heart of Gameness

Ian Cheng’s self- playing worlds as well as all the other examples discussed 

in this chapter may seem surreal, exceptional, or removed from the typical 

interactive video gaming experience. In all their remoteness, however, they 

point toward the very core of computer- mediated play. Perhaps we have not 

yet fully grasped our new ludic situation. Otherwise, we would not regard 

automated play as a paradox or a borderline case of gameness— on the con-

trary, we would see it as the epitome of play in the digital age. After all, the 

self- playing game is the most “computer- compatible” of games, acting in 

accordance with the inner logic of the digital machine, which can take over 

the execution of simple tasks at an unrivaled speed and frequency.50 In fact, 

all games staged within the medium of the computer involve some level of 

automation, such as calculating gathered props, lost lives, or the player’s 

proximity to an enemy NPC. Unlike in board games, where all such com-

putation needs to be done manually by the human player, those processes 

that occur in video games are automated and hidden from the player’s view. 

This type of automation is well known to the average gamer and rarely 

raises any concern or draws any theoretical attention; what we continue to 

ponder is the sort of automation that problematizes the human “aesthetics 

of agency and control (or the loss of these).”51

In Gamer Theory (2007), McKenzie Wark makes an important ontological 

statement about video games, regarding them as “a key part of the shared 

culture from which one can begin— as laborious as it is playful— the pro-

cess of creating a reflective and critical approach to the times.”52 Such a 

perspective presents games as more than a display of the latest interactive 
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technology. They rather become spaces of fiction and speculation, where 

cultural values and realities are at play. Just as the human– machine social 

debates and dreams were depicted in the fiction and technology of their 

times, the current fascinations with algorithms, automation, and nonhu-

man agency are literally replayed and displayed in video games, the most 

popular entertainment forms of the digital age. Automation, then, not only 

refers to design techniques, game mechanics, or new game genres but also, 

ontologically speaking, it is a phenomenon we play with. To play with 

automation is to play with a mode of being within the world. Automation 

opens new ways of understanding the human– machine relationship; not 

as a techno- colonial master– slave one or that of an operator and its oper-

and but as an “entanglement of agential forces,” to conclude somewhat 

enigmatically on the words of a feminist philosopher who will become the 

central figure of the next chapter.53
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5 Intra- active Play

“What can be studied is always a relationship or an infinite regress of relation-

ships. Never a ‘thing.’”1

Gregory Bateson

The screen flickers with warm, fluorescent shades of yellow, orange, and 

red. My palms cling to the soft plastic curves of the controller, thumbs 

swaying in a semiautomatic dance. The sound of branches cracking in the 

heat heralds my travel through the virtual woods. The Shoshone National 

Forest is being consumed by wildfire while I attempt to safely maneuver 

Henry to the helicopter. With persistence, I turn the tiny joysticks in pir-

ouettes, but the figure on the screen does not move an inch. My fingers 

mash the buttons in increasing exasperation to no avail. The game does 

not seem to care. The game world floats in a trancelike state of ambience, 

as if waiting patiently for me to act on it, but I can’t.2 Soon, I discover the 

rather mundane reason for this frustrating moment in the final minutes of 

Firewatch (2006) (figures 5.1 and 5.2): my controller’s battery has run out. 

For a moment, the relationship I had taken for granted between me and 

the game repolarizes itself.3 And with that repolarization comes the old, 

unresolved question: Where does the subject (player) end and the object 

(game) begin?4

In opening this chapter with the above gameplay scenario, I would like 

to posit a somewhat controversial proposition: that players and games 

as such do not exist— or, at least, not in the sense we’re used to. Neither 

players nor games can be seen as clear- cut, pre- defined entities, preceding 

and existing before the moment of play. Only through and within play do 
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both unfold in a mutual ludic embrace. And although at the first glance the 

boundaries may seem obvious, they do not remain stationary. Players and 

games are not individual entities separated by predefined sharp edges; theirs 

is not a “static relationality but a doing— the enactment of boundaries.”5 To 

challenge the prevalent patterns of thinking about video gaming and digital 

play, I argue that we need to take a performative turn. Karen Barad’s philos-

ophy of agential realism provides a perfect framework to do that.

Figure 5.1

Figure 5.2
Screenshots from Firewatch (2006). Courtesy of Campo Santo.
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Along with Barad’s performative perspective comes a major ontological 

shift, one that stands in opposition to Cartesian dualism (or Cartesian cut), 

which was founded on the distinction between the “internal” mind and 

the “external” matter. The division has become so entrenched within West-

ern imagination that it is seen today as pure common sense. The predom-

inant popular and scholarly understanding of video games has been also 

very much influenced by Cartesian thinking. Consider the foundational 

splits between hardware and software or the visual and the computational.6 

A computer game’s core7 is usually understood as that which is algorith-

mic, procedural, mechanical, and, at the very least, rule- based, whereas the 

visual and narrative components are seen as ornamental outer layers.8 This 

juxtaposition of rule- based systems against fictional worlds appears in early 

foundational texts devoted to games, one of which sees Jesper Juul looking 

for the heart of gameness.9 In his attempt to provide a medium- free (or 

what he calls “transmedial”) definition of computer games, Juul dubs the 

computational processing of data as immaterial. 10 He envisions the mate-

rial as something visible to the eye and physically tangible (e.g., material 

devices such as projectors and controllers). Data computation, on the other 

hand, is regarded by Juul as the hidden “thinking” process and thus inter-

preted as an immaterial core of computer gaming.

Many theories have been caught up in the Cartesian trap.11 Also inter-

activity is strongly embedded in Cartesianism. It presupposes two separate 

entities— players and games— interacting with each other. However, as this 

chapter will show, it is not necessarily the case. Leaning on Barad’s ontolog-

ical framework, I want to move away from interaction towards intra- action 

that is from a symmetrical action flow exerted by the human player on the 

game or the gaming apparatus to a fluid entanglement of forces. Let me 

express it more bluntly— video games have never been interactive. Inter-

activity as a concept has been simply taken at face value, a foundational 

problem I address in the second chapter. But, as Barad rather succinctly puts 

it, “it takes a healthy skepticism toward Cartesian doubt” to see an alterna-

tive.12 So, let’s get skeptical.

Agential Realism: Boundaries Do Not Sit Still

Agential realism stands at a crossroads between the physico- philosophy of the 

physicist Niels Bohr13 and the feminist performative philosophies of Donna 
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Haraway and Judith Butler. It could also be placed in a long line of other 

theoretical approaches and heterogeneous discursive fields contributing to 

the “material turn,” such as actor– network theory,14 the dispositif,15 inter-

disciplinary perspectives developed under the broad banner of “the ecology 

of mind,”16 and new materialism and posthumanism.17 Although grounded 

in different disciplines, supported by diverse methodologies, and often 

developed within divergent sociopolitical and cultural contexts, all of the 

above thought movements, methods, and theoretical approaches have one 

thing in common: they challenge the Western anthropocentric position 

of the human in the world. The human is no longer a central agent but 

part of a complex network of agencies, human and nonhuman alike, and 

matter is no longer seen as “dead.” It is not simply acted on; it becomes an 

integral part of any act. Matter is a meeting point of material and discursive 

acts. As Barad says, “it is vitally important that we understand how matter 

matters.”18

To navigate through this complex material field, let us start with the 

already introduced Cartesian cut, responsible for an inherent distinction 

between subject and object. This division produced a figure well known to 

positivist science: that of an objective human observer setting up a mate-

rial apparatus that is regarded as external to the very object that is being 

observed. In other words, the object is viewed as something existing inde-

pendently of the action of its observation. It does not influence the observer 

and, unless desired, is not influenced by the act of observation. This com-

monsense belief in the scientific processes of observation and measurement 

was challenged in the 1920s by Niels Bohr, a proponent of the Copenhagen 

interpretation of quantum mechanics. As opposed to the well- established 

Newtonian physics, quantum physics makes it impossible to decouple the 

act of observation from that which is observed. Let me illustrate this highly 

abstract reasoning with the famous double- slit experiment.

According to classical physics, the world is composed of two types of 

entities: particles and waves. Particles as localized entities occupy a certain 

place in space and time and therefore cannot be in two places at once. 

Waves, by contrast, behave very differently. They overlap with one another, 

a phenomenon understood by anyone who has ever observed the way 

water behaves.19 From an ontological perspective, those two entities could 

not be more contradictory. The double- slit experiment, first conducted in 

1801 by Thomas Young, is meant to determine whether an electron sent 
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through two slits emerges as a particle or as a wave. If it is composed of par-

ticles, the particles will form a scatter pattern on the other side of the slits. 

If it is a wave, the slit will produce interfering, overlapping circles known 

as a diffraction pattern. The experiment demonstrated that electrons sent 

through the double- slit as particles emerge to display diffraction patterns 

characteristic of waves.

Niels Bohr interpreted this contradictory state by arguing for the insep-

arability of the apparatus of measurement and the observed object in his 

principle of complementarity, which states that objects have mutually 

exclusive properties that cannot be measured simultaneously. For example, 

depending on the experimental framework— that is, the conditions under 

which it is being observed— light, as the double- slit experiment shows, is 

both a wave and a stream of particles. For Bohr, this perplexing duality of 

“neither- nor” provided an ontological insight into the ambiguity of nature 

itself.20 His was a highly revolutionary assumption at the time, undermin-

ing the classical understanding of the properties of light. We could go 

even further in saying that Bohr’s interpretation shook the foundations on 

which science and natural philosophy rested.

The key ontological takeaway from this experiment in quantum physics 

is that independent objects with measurable attributes do not exist prior to 

and outside of measurement: “There are no things before the measurement, 

and . . . the very act of measurement produces determinate boundaries and 

properties of things.”21 Objects, therefore, cannot be taken for granted as 

objective referents. What we are able to observe or catch in the moment are 

phenomena; in the case of the experiment described here, the intra- action 

of an electron with a concrete apparatus. According to such a perspective, 

the ontological change of the electron alongside the change of the appara-

tus should not come as surprise. What is being measured is not an indepen-

dent electron but a phenomenon in the making.

The world of quantum physics experiments and indeterminate ontolo-

gies of electrons seems very remote from what we observe in our daily lives 

or gaming sessions. The question, then, is: How do we adapt the particle– 

wave dualism to the human experience? This is where Karen Barad begins 

their journey with the philosophy of agential realism— with ambiguity and 

the paradox of mutual exclusivity on the human level. Quantum physics 

helps Barad contextualize their own ethico- onto- epistemological position 

towards the world. They ground their performative feminist philosophy in 
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matter; to be more precise, in a particular interpretation of what matter is 

and how it comes to matter. Following into the footsteps of quantum phys-

ics, Barad sees matter as a dynamic articulation of the world— matter is of 

the world as opposed to in the world. It is “an active participant in the world’s 

becoming, in its ongoing ‘intra- activity.’”22

Barad’s philosophy, then, questions the main assumption of social lib-

eral theories and representationalism, according to which the world is com-

posed of individuals (indivisible units), each of which has a set of attributes 

that preexist their cultural representation. According to such an ontological 

order, the entities exist independently of any representation or action in 

which they might take part. In accordance with representationalism, for 

instance, scientific knowledge (whether it takes the form of theoretical con-

cepts, graphs, mathematical equations, or photographs) simply mediates 

access to the material world.23 This world exists independently from the 

observer and the apparatus used to observe it. Representationalism, Barad 

writes, is a Cartesian habit of mind— a belief in the division between that 

which is internal and that which is external. In effect, what Barad proposes 

is a philosophical position that denies “that there are representations on 

the one hand and ontologically separate entities awaiting representation 

on the other.”24 Barad entreats us to move toward a performative under-

standing of the world that is not built out of external entities but rather one 

that is constantly doing and becoming— a world that is worlding.25

Agential realism is a philosophy based on a relational ontology, one 

that shies away from the geometries and binary oppositions according to 

which a human is either a pure effect or a pure cause. It rejects the atomistic 

worldview in which individual entities with inherent properties preexist 

actions. It questions the existence of relata before relations. Things are no 

longer basic ontological entities. Barad’s is not a story of fixed Cartesian 

cuts between preexisting entities or agents but an intervention into the 

very premise on which agency rests. The distinction between the subject 

or agent and the object is not fixed. It may change depending on where an 

agential cut is placed.26 Think about our initial anecdotal example of a game 

controller that ran out of power. In an agential realist reading, we do not 

start the game with separate interacting entities (a human player exercising 

their agency over a game via a nonhuman game controller); instead we look 

at how subjects and objects emerge through concrete intra- actions— how 

they come to exist in local situational contexts that may vary depending 
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on the experimental (or the ludic) apparatus. In the case of Firewatch, the 

power cut literally denotes the agential cut. In the moment of the power 

cut, I was deprived of my perceived agential power over the object of play; 

I was no longer the acting subject within the player– game constellation.

Baradian Philosophy and Posthumanism at Play

Karen Barad is not entirely unknown to games scholarship. In the last few 

years, a handful of publications and conference papers have featured the 

philosophy of agential realism within the context of games and playful 

practices.

Justyna Janik, for instance, works with the concept of intra- action to 

discuss video game glitches (short- lived faults in the digital system) as man-

ifestations of the agency of the video game.27 Much like the agential power 

cut I experienced while playing Firewatch, Janik argues that glitches bring 

the player’s attention to the resistant nature of the video game object. Janik 

also complements Barad’s perspective with the concept of the “bio- object,” 

introduced in 1970s by the Polish theater artist Tadeusz Kantor. For Kan-

tor, the bio- object manifests itself as a symbiosis of human and nonhuman 

elements. This perspective allowed him to break the usual anthropocentric 

hierarchy by placing the live actor and the inanimate object on the same 

dramaturgical level.28 Janik uses Kantor’s theory to rethink the player– game 

relation, suggesting an equal ontological status between human and non-

human actants at play.

Conor Mckeown, on the other hand, applies Barad’s philosophy to the 

analysis of software as an entangled phenomenon. Rather than seeing it 

as a materially grounded, solidly coded infrastructure, he emphasizes its 

performative and “gaseous” dimension. In one of his writings, Mckeown 

discusses the practice of the “code injection,” an artistic ludic intervention 

of SethBling, who literally “injected” and executed the code of the mobile 

game Flappy Bird (2013) into Super Mario World (1990), transforming one 

game into another through play.29

Although Baradian intra- action has remained a niche subject existing at 

the very borderlands of video game aesthetic, the overarching philosophi-

cal movement of posthumanism and the associated concept of nonanthro-

pocentrism appears much more often in the study of games. One of the 

first analyses of nonhuman agency in video gaming appears in the work 
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of Seth Giddings, who as early as in 2005 theorized the so- called techno-

logical agency against the backdrop of Bruno Latour’s actor– network the-

ory and Donna Haraway’s figurative cyborg.30 In her extensive monograph 

work on the ecological dimension of gaming and play, Alenda Y. Chang 

devotes an entire chapter to the nonhuman, problematizing the status of 

human agency alongside her concept of the “bit- narrative,” a playful and 

new- materialist derivation of the eighteenth- century “it- narrative,” a genre 

in literature also referred to as the “nonhuman autobiography”— one told 

from the perspective of an object or animal. As Chang argues, “Bit- narrative 

games like The Novelist (2013), Mountain (2014), and Paolo Pedercini’s satir-

ical Phone Story (2011) offer metaphysical speculation about the lives of 

inanimate objects.”31 Chang sees them as playable experiments in nonhu-

man alterity and agency. Jan Stasieńko, a media theorist perhaps somewhat 

lesser known to the Anglophone scholarly community, conducted a post-

human analysis of video games in his 2015 monograph, newly published in 

English under the title Media Technologies and Posthuman Intimacy (2021).32 

Paolo Ruffino, in his more recent writings, also grapples with the ideas of 

nonhuman games, pleading for a rerouting of gaming and game studies 

from false myths of agency and interactivity toward narratives of nonhu-

man companionship and earthly survival in the post- Anthropocene.33

Criticism of anthropocentrism and the Cartesian subject– object divide 

also appears in the recent work of Frans Mäyrä on the hybridization of the 

player’s agency. He reinvestigates what it means to act as a player within a 

wider cultural context of digital technology. For Mäyrä, a human player is 

a hybrid, “a particular compound version of subjectivity that emerges from 

involvement with the contents, cultures and technologies of games.”34 

Although his research is embedded in the philosophy of technology and 

cultural studies, the foundational questions about the relationship between 

human and information technology (in this context, players and gaming 

infrastructures) share a lot of common ground with posthuman theories. 

Mäyrä’s inquiry into hybrid cultural agency rests on a large body of inter-

disciplinary work problematizing the exclusivity of human operations and 

reaching out into the realm of machines, networks, and complex systems.

The above examples by no means exhaust an entire body of games- 

related posthuman scholarly work. They are, however, an accurate indi-

cation of diverse and changing perspectives on nonhuman agency at play. 

Since my work in this chapter is embedded within a specific concept from 
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Barad’s philosophical repertoire, I will now move on to explore a possible 

reading of what I call intra- active play.

Ludic Apparatuses and Ludic Entanglements

Video gaming is a particularly fascinating ground on which to test Barad’s 

theory of agential realism because games— at least in their computerized 

form— share a lot of similarities with measurement apparatuses. As we 

play, we leave behind huge amounts of raw data. And because play takes 

place within a staged, encoded environment, each of our moves can be 

potentially recorded and extracted for later analysis. In this context, a game 

becomes part of a larger apparatus calibrated to “pin down” play through 

the use of numbers, graphs, and patterns. Let us have a look at a specific 

field, which illustrates the crossover between agential realism and gaming 

analytics.

Game analytics rely heavily on telemetry, game metrics, and data visual-

ization to assist developers in understanding player movement and behav-

ioral patterns. Telemetry enables remote collection of data, eliminating the 

need for players to be in the same physical space as the analysts who are 

observing their engagement. Game analytics, then, may be understood 

as both a technology and a method that measures play over distance. We 

could also risk a hypothesis that an analytics- driven measurement tool 

is actually an optimization tool, used primarily to influence the players’ 

future behavior by adjusting the game to maximize the time and money 

invested in and spent in the game. It is perhaps for this reason that the 

source of telemetry most strongly represented in current game develop-

ment is user telemetry, or data on the behavior of players; for example, on 

their interaction with games, purchasing behavior, physical movement, or 

interaction with other users or applications.35 This type of data is stored 

in various database formats, which in turn make it possible to transform 

raw data into interpretable data— game metrics. Examples of interpretable 

data may include average completion time as a function of individual game 

levels, average weekly bug fix rate, revenue per day, number of daily active 

users, or the points in time and levels where players tend to disengage.36 

This type of measurable data is usually interpreted and represented in the 

form of diverse visualizations, graphs, charts, and heat maps. The latter, 

for example, use colors to indicate the frequency of a variable occurring 
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across the map. The colors usually indicate a temperature scale that ranges 

from shades of blue (low rates of occurrence) to shades of red (high lev-

els of occurrence). In video games, heat maps are often used to depict the 

frequency of player character deaths in the first-  and third- person- shooter 

genres.

Let’s dive into a case study to see what it means to place an agential cut 

within a concrete game analytics apparatus. Figure 5.3 shows a demo ver-

sion of the dashboard, which gives an overview of the different performance 

indicators within a game analytics tool. The players and play patterns are 

segmented according to set characteristics, such as new incoming players 

or active players, or they can be sorted by values such as player retention 

(daily, weekly, etc.). It is also possible to view the number of players who 

are conducting monetary transactions within the game. We can compare 

the action of selecting a particular slice of data to performing an agential 

cut. The cut changes the lens through which we study the selected slice 

of data. Looking at in- game performance means focusing on user counts 

(daily, weekly, monthly), session counts, number of return visits to the 

game, and the number of players who have dropped out (i.e., discontinued 

playing that game). We can also focus on level- specific questions, includ-

ing how users play and progress through each level, how many quests are 

completed, and how many users actually complete each level. The image of 

gameplay changes depending on what data we choose to examine.

A data- driven gameplay analysis not only reveals play patterns in real- 

time but, more importantly, it also determines certain behaviors and pre-

cludes others. Game analytics can be seen as a metronome that marks 

desired rhythms of play rather than an exclusively objective scientific appa-

ratus that unobtrusively watches over the player’s shoulder. According to 

such an interpretation, gameplay data is not only a by- product of human 

action but also an agent at play that contributes to the reinforcement of 

those game design patterns, which are able to regulate the player’s behavior 

in a desired fashion. This is where game analytics meets agential realism. 

Think of the apparatus we discussed in the previous sections in relation to 

quantum physics. An experimental set- up was supposed to measure the 

behavior of a particle and determine its unquestionable nature; instead, it 

ended up coproducing the very phenomenon it was supposed to capture. 

As Niels Bohr argued, it is not possible to perform an a priori interpretation 
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Figure 5.3
An exemplary dashboard in deltaDNA’s game analytics platform.
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of the nature of a particle.37 In other words, there is a complex entangle-

ment between an experiment’s design and what it is measuring.

That digital play is entangled with the logic of computing and, what’s 

more, shaped by precise scientific dispositives of its time should come as 

no surprise. In one of the first media historical studies on digital play, we 

find out that the computer emerges as a device for measuring its users: “It 

produces and stores knowledge about its players in the form of data.”38 

This measurement tradition in video gaming dates back to late nineteenth- 

century experiments in behavioral psychology, which adapted a contem-

porary medium— the telegraph button— to measure human reaction times. 

Reaction time was understood as the initiation of a particular process at a 

set point in time in response to a specific visible phenomenon. The tele-

graph button, however, not only measured reactions but also trained study 

participants within the parameters of a very specifically mediated set- up. 

This measurement- centered logic behind the study of human behavior in 

combination with modern management techniques and, later, the science 

of regulatory computer systems (cybernetics) laid ground for the contem-

porary data- driven analysis of gameplay.39 Games, especially in the mobile 

freemium sector, are regulative and regulating systems. As much as we play 

them, they also play us.40

Resolving Ontological Ambiguities at Play

Agential cuts are also placed by diverse disciplines that examine the same 

object from entirely different perspectives. How play and games are per-

ceived depends on the observer and on the apparatus of observation for 

their discipline. Perhaps this is why, despite hundreds of years of intellec-

tual preoccupation with play, the subject does not seem to have been fully 

exhausted. In one of his last critical pieces on play, Brian Sutton- Smith 

summarizes this puzzling situation in the following words:

Since I first began reflecting on the nature of play and games in 1942, I have 

authored or coauthored, edited, or coedited, fifty books or so on these subjects. 

And during those sixty- five (and some) years, I thought time and again I had at 

last discovered the meaning of play. But, somehow, it always turned out other-

wise, somehow there always seemed other questions to ask, other lines of inquiry 

to follow, all auguring answers more promising than those I thought I had in 

hand. Something about the nature of play itself frustrates fixed meaning.41
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Play, then, is a bit like an unruly electron that keeps escaping its fixed posi-

tion. Theoretical explanations can barely pin it down. Games take on dif-

ferent ontological shapes, depending on how we measure them and what 

we are looking for. In the following paragraphs I will explore how Baradian 

perspective resonates with the existing ontological debates around games.

This conundrum is well known in the interdisciplinary field of game 

studies, which in its early formative years made multiple attempts to cap-

ture and frame video games. Binding definitions were supposed to sharpen 

the disciplinary boundaries and equip scholars with schemas and models 

necessary to analyze video games in a rigorous, systematic, and predict-

able way.42 Most of those models introduce dimensions, levels, and formal 

categorizations of all kind.43 All of the attempts to create clear- cut models 

for the analysis of games can be viewed as attempts to set up an objective 

framework to contain the aesthetic value and experience of play. This con-

struct assumes that the player- researcher engages in a more or less nonin-

trusive way with the object of their analysis.

The continual grappling with the capricious or elusive44 nature of play 

has led to a recent attempt to establish a meta- ontology broad enough to 

address the impossibility of a single viable definition of what a game is. 

Roughly twenty years after the establishment of game studies, a project 

called “Making Sense of Games” was established to find a common denom-

inator in this knotty equation. It has taken us two decades in game stud-

ies alone to come to the conclusion that a single definition or a model 

cannot possibly capture what a game is. Espen Aarseth proposes a game 

ontology that could model differences between and among things we call 

games.45 As promising as such a “differential” ontology may seem, it seems 

to fall into the same problematic Cartesian trap addressed at the beginning 

of this chapter. The meta- model looks at games as mechanisms: objects, 

things, and items. It also makes a differentiation between the physical 

(platform, hardware, behavior) and the mental layer (phenomenal, con-

ceptual, social). The real ontological question, however, is not that of scope 

(looking for the solution in an ontology that is broad enough to integrate 

all kinds of objects, behaviors, and practices) but that of relationality. As 

Gregory Bateson famously wrote, “What can be studied is always a rela-

tionship or an infinite regress of relationships. Never a ‘thing.’”46 Defining 

a game object as one built out of mechanics and semiotics and founding a 
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meta- ontology on the differentiation between the physical and the mental 

leads us time and again towards the old Cartesian trap.

Baradian relational ontology cuts this Cartesian vicious circle together/

apart.47 In a Baradian sense, the game object and the gaming subject result 

from and at (game)play, and their edges can only be defined in a concrete 

gaming situation, never beforehand. A game object is not a representation-

alist one. The game world (semiotics) does not reflect an objective game 

mechanic (structure). Both are entangled in complex ways and influence 

one another in a material- discursive agential act. In that sense, semiotics is 

material (or structural) and matter (or structure) is discursive. By engaging 

with Barad’s philosophy, we have a chance to reposition the understanding 

of (computerized) play from an atomistic and representationalist system 

to a performative process of ludic becoming. Games, then, are not mecha-

nisms but rather phenomena in the making.

In Baradian philosophy, subjects and objects remain ambiguous, 

and ambiguities cannot be solved by formal frameworks and models: 

“The ambiguity is only temporarily, contextually decided, and therefore 

descriptive characterizations do not signify properties of abstract objects 

or observation- independent beings, but rather describe the between of 

our intra- action as it is marked by particular constructed delineations.”48 

Barad’s philosophy is helpful in expanding the question of the ambigu-

ity of play, adding an epistemo- ontological foundation to the rhetorical 

dimension of play.49 Agential realism can be also understood as an attempt 

“to provide a consistent reading within the context of particular ways of 

resolving ambiguities.”50 To see play and video games in a Baradian way is 

to reject classical epistemologies and ontologies and to accept that “borders 

are not fixed” (or preset to emphasize a computer- native discourse). A video 

game is not a complete object but a ludic apparatus shaped by human and 

nonhuman open- ended practices.

This becoming of a video game happens across different dimensions 

and, depending on the focus, a very different “game” unfolds before our 

eyes and under our palms. A video game is composed of a complex network 

of interdependencies. Once we look into the whole picture, it is less shock-

ing to say that a game as such does not exist; if it does, it is only possible 

to grasp it in its concrete realization in combination with a local context of 

play. A video game is usually presented as a neatly packaged digital enter-

tainment system with a certain set of mechanics and usually a distinct 
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graphical style. That, however, is only a partial story. The contours of a 

video game may play out quite differently from new, diverse perspectives. 

A game, therefore, is a truly transformative and transforming phenome-

non, a “mutual constitution of entangled agencies.”51

The Muddle of Play

My story of play as an entanglement of intra- acting forces begins with a 

quotation from Gregory Bateson and perhaps somewhat ironically ends 

with/in a Batesonian muddle. “Daddy, why do things get in a muddle?,” 

asks a curious daughter in an imaginary dialogue, to which a father fig-

ure replies: “What do you mean? Things? Muddle?” This exchange poses 

a fundamental question about the existence of preconstituted things that 

can get muddled in the first place. “Perhaps, in some sense, the muddle 

precedes the things,” Darshana Jayemanne writes in the opening chapter 

of Performativity in Art, Literature, and Videogames, which aims to look at 

video games not as things, objects, or framed worlds but rather as spaces 

of multiple possibilities performed by both human and machine actors.52 

Bateson’s earthy metaphor muddies the clear waters of positivism, reject-

ing the worldview of binary divisions and clear- cut boundaries. Just like 

Bateson’s muddy ecology of mind and Jayemanne’s performative multiplic-

ities, Barad’s philosophy intertwines a vast ecology of agencies.

An agential realist reading of computer- mediated play shies away from a 

cybernetic understanding of play as a symmetrical communication between 

clear- cut entities— humans on one end of the communication channel and 

computers on the other. Play is not seen as a one- way process whereby the 

human player exercises their agency over the game object. It is rather that 

which emerges out of intra- actions among human and nonhuman enti-

ties: players, hardware, software, sets of rules and representations, material 

practices, and ethical circumstances. Play is a material- discursive practice 

of active configuration and reconfiguration. What is at play is constantly 

negotiated; it is not set in (game) stone.

This configurability of digital play is not tied solely to procedurality or 

the ability of video games to generate branching narratives. It is also not 

about flipping the script by showing that human agential qualities may 

be attributed to games as matter— an animistic rhetorical move visible in 

the way current technology- driven discourse portrays AI and its capacity 
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to “act,” “think,” and “play.” Instead of animating matter, my aim in this 

chapter was to emphasize a complex web of relations among different 

agents of ludic entanglements. This perspective sees games not primarily as 

units or sets of rules but as open- ended practices whose meaning can only be 

established within a local context by placing concrete agential cuts. Games 

are part of the play phenomenon they coproduce. In this sense, matter 

(software/game/game world, hardware/controller) is an integral part of the 

gaming experience, a coagent at play. To see play through the lens of intra- 

action, then, is to understand it as an entanglement of human and nonhu-

man forces, turning away from the notion that the human must necessarily 

call the shots.53

A Baradian reading of video games may be revealing in many contexts. In 

this chapter I have tried to illustrate its relevance by applying it to the data- 

driven method of gameplay analysis and positioning its relevance within 

a broader ontological discourse around games. Agential realism brings in a 

necessary perspective to the study of games and play. It allows us to under-

stand why, despite a huge effort behind what is often called “the science 

of gameplay,” the actual experiences of thousands of players nevertheless 

remain personal and often surprising. Despite clear player typologies and 

study models, the experience of play tends to escape fixed meaning time 

and again. This paradox is troubling only within the context of Cartesian 

dualism. The uncertainty and unpredictability at and of play is its inherent 

characteristic rather than a metaphorical glitch. The moment we shift our 

understanding of the game from an apparatus or a mechanism to a web of 

relations or an entanglement of forces, the need to define it, encapsulate it 

within one meta- ontology, or describe its nature once and for all loses its 

raison d’être. Out of defined sets of rules emerge performative muddles, and 

what game studies needs is an ontological perspective that would manage 

not only to describe the order but also to address an open- ended messiness 

of play.
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“This contradiction between looking and observing, between ‘superficial reading’ 

and ‘close reading,’ raises the familiar issue of the distance between the observer 

and the observed.”

Vilém Flusser1

This chapter is devoted to the video game as an algorithmic spectacle. It 

is a reflection on the computed digital image as dis- played, observed and 

aesthetically contemplated during a gaming experience.2 At first glimpse, 

spectating seems an indirect and distant practice compared to the suppos-

edly direct and close experience of gaming. Within the context of video 

games, spectating has been often perceived as a marker of one’s passivity 

rather than active doing. The capacity for physical configuration by users 

has long been emblematic of new media (and, by association, video games). 

This ability to physically intervene in the supposedly unconfigurable and 

linear process of displaying images laid ground for dominant perspectives, 

understanding video gaming as a medial practice facilitating human action, 

choice and physical effort.

More recently, however, livestreaming and professional esports have 

brought spectating, and the image along with it, back into the spotlight. 

Every month, hundreds of millions of people worldwide spend billions of 

collective hours watching games over the Twitch platform.3 Such numbers 

speak to imagination. What puzzles me more than the ubiquity of this mass 

entertainment format, however, is the algorithmic and operational essence 

of the digital spectacle. I want to explore what it means to watch, look at, 

or otherwise observe computed images within the context of video games. 
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Does watching gameplay require visual literacy that differs from viewing 

film, contemplating art, or spectating in nature? In other words, how do 

we experience a digital ludic spectacle through a media aesthetic lens? In 

my exploration of the spectacle, I am concerned not with observing other 

human players at play but rather with exploring the configurability and 

operationality of the dis- played video game image.

In this chapter, I aim to portray video games as algorithmic spectacles 

characterized by images that are “functions in the mathematical realm.”4 In 

an algorithmic spectacle, light, the basic “substance” of optics, is replaced 

by calculus.5 This foundational transformation of the image provokes ques-

tions much deeper than those of a purely technical nature. Although high- 

fidelity graphics and ever more impressive photorealism have inscribed 

themselves in the popular consciousness of gamers, it is the media- historical 

and cultural dimension of the technical image that is truly spectacular, for 

there is more to it than meets the eye. Games are programmed systems; 

their images dis- played on the screen are effects of algorithmic operations 

and, at the same time, an important part of the game’s operationality. To 

understand the ludic spectacle, the audience generally needs to know how 

to interpret the ever- changing visual “muddle” (think of fast- paced MOBAs, 

addressed in chapter 4). An algorithmic spectacle requires from its audi-

ence the ability not only to observe images as representations of something 

but also (and more crucially) to decode imaginary systems in action. Video 

game images emerge from the intersection of what Aubrey Anable refers to 

as the “representational/computational fold.”6 Spectated play, then, spans 

the space between the configurable image and its dis- played configuration.

In this chapter I will lean on two entry points to explore the algorithmic 

spectacle of computed play. The first one starts with the foundational the-

ory of the technical image by the philosopher Vilém Flusser,7 and the second 

explores the operational image as described by the filmmaker Harun Farocki. 

Both concepts rethink the image vis- à- vis its traditional representational 

character. Technical and operational (or operative) images no longer rep-

resent or signify objects found in reality. They construct reality. They do 

not depict but rather visualize, model, and simulate. In order to prepare 

some ground for the question of technicity and operationality of the video 

game image, I will start by addressing the problem of the representation– 

computation binary.
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Computed Representations/Represented Computations

Each medium relies on some sort of tension: the tension between signal 

and silence in radio; the tension between the visible and the invisible in 

film; and the tension between the said and the unspoken, or between 

the antagonist and the protagonist in literature. Being the most multi-

faceted medium of all, video games show tension in a variety of ways: 

tension between the non- acted (noninteractive) and the acted (interac-

tive); between the observed and the performed; and between the human 

player and the machine or algorithm, as noted in previous chapters. But, 

above all, the video game is an aesthetic form emerging out of the tension 

between representation and computation; between what is displayed on 

the screen and what is computed behind it. The infamous “kill screen” 

glitch in Pac- Man makes for a particularly fitting example. Also known as 

the “split- screen level,” level 256 of Pac- Man features a glitch that causes 

the right half of the screen into a colorful scramble of numbers and letters 

(figure 6.1). This glitch demonstrates how representation and computa-

tion fold into each other. They are not two separate and exclusive dimen-

sions. Together they constitute a digital image or what Frieder Nake calls a 

“twofold image” (das doppelte Bild in German): “A work generated at least 

in part, if not entirely, by algorithms (programs), exists in an interesting 

mode of duplicity. It is, at the same time, visible (or other- wise sensually 

perceptible) and computable.”8 In other words, while the human eye is 

scratching the surface (Oberfläche), the digital machine keeps computing 

the subface (Unterfläche).9

The twofold image of Pac- Man brings back foundational questions regard-

ing the “nature” of the video game. A lot of debates (including those that 

never actually took place10) and early concerns of game studies revolved 

around the issues of representation and computation. Theoretical perspec-

tives that view video games as digital, rule- based processes have often cast 

narrative and visuality as secondary to those processes. The rules, mechan-

ics, and computational structures have become the “subface” of gaming; 

as Frans Mäyrä notes, it is the gameplay that is the core of gameness, not 

the graphics or the story.11 Espen Aarseth, by contrast, theorizes the video 

game as a double- layered object consisting of mechanics (code, rules, phys-

ics) on the one hand and semiotics (text, image, sound) on the other.12 As 
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Aubrey Anable rightfully states, “computation/representation has become 

the structuring binary for game studies.”13 After closer examination, how-

ever, this representation– computation juxtaposition in game studies seems 

quite porous from a theoretical standpoint. After all, the surface dimen-

sions of video games referred to by Mäyrä and other scholars are subject to 

the same computational processes and infrastructures as the idealized core. 

To classify video game images as representations and juxtapose them with 

the mechanics is to turn a blind eye to digital logic and the last few decades 

of image theory, hence my attempt to rethink this approach. After approx-

imately twenty years of research dedicated specifically to video games, we 

Figure 6.1
The “kill screen,” or Map 256 glitch, in Pac- Man (1980). Image courtesy of the Pac- 

Man Wiki, https://pacman.fandom.com/wiki/Map_256_Glitch.
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no longer need to fear “colonization” by other disciplines.14 Nowadays, the 

study of games stands firmly on interdisciplinary ground and can reexam-

ine the old elephants still marking their presence in the room. I see the 

question of representation versus computation as one of the most settled 

proverbial elephants of our field.

As we will find out in the next section, the image abandoned the realm 

of representation many decades ago, along with the synthetization and dis-

cretization of information. Digital images no longer represent or signify 

and therefore cannot be placed vis- à- vis game mechanics or rule sets. Video 

games are played and displayed (or dis- played). Their operations are often 

displayed visually and their images are operational in nature. The miscon-

ception that they still belong to representational media rests on the errone-

ous conflation of the image with its sensorial reception on the part of the 

human player/viewer. The image is digital and discrete. The reception of it 

must remain analog and continuous.15 The human observer is able to judge 

visually only the continuous aspect, so the discrete essence of the image 

needs to be displayed as if it were no different from the traditional analog 

image. Lev Manovich takes a similar perspective, viewing a digital image on 

the one hand as a representation that belongs to human culture and on the 

other as a computer file that belongs to “computer’s own cosmogony.”16

The representational/computational fold consolidates the old Cartesian 

mind– body split disguised under the digital veneer.17 Perhaps this is why 

Friedrich Kittler, in his famous essay “There Is No Software,” rejects the 

distinction between hardware and software altogether.18 In the end, every-

thing boils down to electric tension: “All code operations, despite such 

metaphoric faculties as call or return, come down to absolutely local string 

manipulations, that is, I am afraid, to signifiers of voltage differences.”19

What may seem like a paradoxical proposition or a rhetorical exercise 

is rather a materially grounded philosophy of media. It shows how mate-

rial processes determine the medial situation, or how firmly software is 

grounded in “hard” matter. And this is what I aim to point out in this chap-

ter, laying bare the video game’s visual and operational layers and bringing 

them back together, for they cannot and should not be seen as separate 

units. The computational “cut” performed by many game scholars places a 

default borderline where it does not really exist. I do not see it as necessarily 

productive to think of the system, the rules, and the procedures as the core 

and the instantiation of those rules, their representation, and how they 
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are received as the periphery. The circular movement of thought from the 

center to the outside marginalizes some aspects of the ludic apparatus while 

privileging others. I would much rather think in terms of interferences,20 

tensions, and multiplicities21 to acknowledge the multilayered dimension 

of the video game. That is why, in my explorations of video games as spec-

tacles, I want to show how the displayed sequence of images is intertwined 

with the discrete operationality of the system; in other words, how the rep-

resentational is computed and the computational represented.

Technical Images

Images influence our perceptions, values, and experiences. Their transfor-

mation brings about not only a purely technical change but also one that 

determines our very being in the world. For Vilém Flusser, the departure 

from representation toward computation marks a cultural revolution. In 

his monograph Into the Universe of Technical Images, first published in 1985, 

Flusser develops a media philosophy of the technical image. He begins his 

tour de force by juxtaposing the technical image with the prehistoric tradi-

tional image derived from early two- dimensional cave paintings. Flusser uses 

the term traditional to express the contextuality and placement of images 

within a longer tradition that makes them decipherable in the first place.22 

Technical images, by contrast, are characteristic of contemporary synthetic, 

electronic, and digital media such as photography, television, cinema, and 

computer- generated imagery. In the case of traditional images, the meaning 

is inscribed on the physical surface, whereas it is constructed from particles 

and pixels in technical images. Traditional images are observed and imag-

ined; technical images are calculated and computed.23 Their essence is a 

computed universe of particles that are then assembled into visible images. 

Flusser differentiates between two different types of technical image: chem-

ical and electronic. The chemical ones can be subdivided into the silent and 

still (photography) as well as audible and moving (film). Computer images 

belong to the electronic category, as do video game images, which were not 

included in Flusser’s work.

The computational nature of technical images questions their very onto-

logical position as images in the first place. Unlike optical media, technical 

images are constructed mathematically and therefore do not actually depict 

anything. What we are able to see are the visualizations of computational 
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processes. As human observers, we must decode technical images as con-

tinuous representations; otherwise, they would remain entirely inaccessible 

to our aesthetic judgment. In other words, “as [an] object of computability, 

the image must be digital; as [an] object of perceptibility, the image must 

be analogue.”24

Flusser does not develop his argument to demonstrate the shortcom-

ings of a human observer equipped with the physical capacity for sight 

being unable to see behind the veneer of computational imagery; quite 

the contrary. It is the human observer who has the capacity to turn techni-

cal images back to images in the first place. Technical images can only be 

called images in the strictest sense of the term, when viewed superficially 

(i.e., near the surface), Flusser argues.25 At the foundation of the techni-

cal image, then, lies the concept of distance between the observer and the 

observed.26 And although traditional images also require the act of distanc-

ing from the concrete experience— they are, after all, two- dimensional rep-

resentations and interpretations of it— the kind of distancing involved in 

spectating computed and simulated imagery renders a completely different 

experience.

The question of distance culminates in Flusser’s reflections on the critical 

reception of the technical image. He sees it as necessary to create new crite-

ria according to which a technical image analysis should take place. These 

criteria are fundamentally different from the ones known to the traditional 

realm. Since technical images are no longer representations of the outside 

world but rather approximations and models of reality, their “critical recep-

tion . . . demands a level of consciousness that corresponds to the one in 

which they are produced.”27 The meaning of a technical image is therefore 

literally encoded. To decode a technical image, as Flusser argues, we do not 

need to read what it shows but rather read how it has been programmed:

We must criticize technical images on the basis of their program. We must start 

not from the tip of the vector of meaning but from the bow from which the arrow 

was shot. Criticism of technical images requires an analysis of their trajectory and 

an analysis of the intention behind it. And this intention lies in the link, the suture 

of the apparatus that produced them with the envisioners who produced them.28

Flusser made his observation three decades before the emergence of criti-

cal code studies. Whether this influence is direct or incidental is of lesser 

importance here; it only shows the prognostic quality of his work. It is 

also a sign of its time. To grasp digital media is to learn the language of 
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operationality in order to be able to critically approach its digital logic. As 

emphasized by Marc C. Marino, the author of Critical Code Studies, we must 

read code for more than what it does— we must consider what it means.29 

To understand digitality, it does not suffice to merely observe the effects dis-

played on the screen; we need to be able to critically analyze the operations 

of code in addition to its effects. Marino’s assertion echoes Flusser’s call to 

study the apparatus behind the veneer of the technical image. I will return 

to this point later.

Operational Images

Within the context of image theory, operationality is often reflected with 

and alongside the critical video installation trilogy (2001– 2003) of Harun 

Farocki, especially its last part, the Eye/Machine III. Farocki’s preoccupation 

with the operational quality of the image goes beyond its aesthetic dimen-

sion. He develops the concept of operational image within a highly politi-

cal and ethical military context. His operational images are concerned with 

regimes of control and perform specialized tasks, such as guiding remote- 

controlled missiles (as depicted in Eye/Machine I). This is how Aud Sissel 

Hoel, a media and visual culture theorist, introduces Farocki’s work:

The catalyzing event for the Eye/Machine trilogy was the outrage and sensation of 

the 1990– 1991 Gulf War, where point- of- view footage from laser- guided bombs 

(popularly known as smart bombs) was widely broadcasted to TV audiences. The 

military deployment of eye machines prepared the way for a new type of war-

fare— a “war at a distance” facilitated by a new kind of images that Farocki terms 

operative images (operative Bilder).30

Farocki’s concept of the operational image complements and expands on 

the technical image. Like Flusser, Farocki too sees a major shift in the role 

played by the digital image. It no longer represents reality but rather con-

structs it. Operative images “do not represent an object, but rather are part 

of an operation.”31 Commenting on Farocki’s work, Trevor Paglen writes, 

“Instead of simply representing things in the world, the machines and their 

images were starting to “do” things in the world.”32 This active role of the 

image does not correspond to deception or delusion but rather revolves 

around the idea that images have some kind of agency of their own.33

What differentiates Farocki’s operational images from other types of 

images is their implied audience. They are not intended for human sight. 
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Operational images “. . . exceed the human scale”34 and are made “neither 

to entertain nor to inform.”35 They are interfaces mediating between algo-

rithmically generated processes and the human observer. The visual aspect 

of the operational image remains superfluous for the machine. All it needs 

to do is process numerical data.

The above interpretation of operationality has become a key reference 

point in ongoing media theoretical debates regarding the digital image. 

However, as we learn from Hoel’s in- depth analysis of operative images, the 

meaning behind and the use of the term “operation” has remained quite 

diverse.36 For instance, in “The Algorithmic Art Manifesto” Frieder Nake uses 

“operative” as a synonym of computability and algorithmicity:

We cannot see the digital. Nor can we hear or smell or taste or touch it.

The digital does not exist for human senses. We just cannot perceive it.

. . . 

The computable is the operative and dynamic aspect.

. . . 

Computability thus is the primary aspect; digitality is only secondary. The com-

putable is also called the algorithmic.37

For William Uricchio, the operationality of the digital image is also directly 

connected to its algorithmic construction.38 The new ways of representing 

are tied to algorithmic intermediations between the subject and the viewed 

object. In his understanding, algorithms form a layer that separates the 

calculating subject from the calculated object. Lev Manovich, by contrast, 

sees operations as “technologically based cultural practices” that are not 

exclusively tied to computer software.39

Within the context of video games, perhaps the most recognizable the-

ory of operationality is the work of Ian Bogost, specifically his concept 

and method of performing video game criticism known as unit opera-

tions: “Any medium— poetic, literary, cinematic, computational— can be 

read as a configurative system, an arrangement of discrete, interlocking 

units of expressive meaning. I call these general instances of procedural 

expression unit operations.”40 Bogost, similarly to Manovich, does not attri-

bute operational logic exclusively to digital computational media. To him, 

“operation” denotes a process that performs transformations of input infor-

mation. Operations include decisions, transitions, and state changes. They 

may be mathematical, but they may also refer to such mundane processes 

as brewing tea or steering a car.
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My own interpretation of operationality does not expand on Bogost’s 

unit operations. It is closely tied to the technical medium and builds on 

Harun Farocki’s perspective, connecting operations with computational 

and algorithmic processes. Unlike Farocki’s military images, however, video 

games— even the self- playing ones— are intended for human sight.

Watching Game Operations

Art tends to make the materiality of the medium particularly striking; it has 

the ability to bring the medium’s most fundamental aspects to light. One 

example of this capacity is Ian Cheng’s Emissaries (2015– 2017) (figure 6.2), 

which was discussed in chapter 4 in the context of automation. Consist-

ing of “computer- generated simulations like those used in predictive tech-

nologies for complex scenarios such as climate change or elections,” each 

of the Emissaries installments was exhibited in galleries and livestreamed 

over the online platform Twitch.41 Cheng designed the simulations to be 

watched rather than physically manipulated. With its algorithmically gen-

erated images, Emissaries provides a perfect springboard for exploring the 

crossover between operationality and spectated video gameplay.

Figure 6.2
Ian Cheng, Emissary in the Squat of Gods (2015). Video still © Ian Cheng. Courtesy 

the artist, Pilar Corrias (London), Standard (Oslo), and Gladstone Gallery (New York).
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Cheng elaborates on the diversity of visual experience in Emissaries as 

follows:

The hope with the simulation is that you can really occupy the attention across 

the spectrum: people looking at it for five seconds as an image, as an interesting 

image that they’ve never seen before and they come back multiple times to; or for 

five hours, the way you feel like looking out of the window and seeing kids play or 

squirrels run up the tree. Or you can watch and zone in on one or two characters 

and observe the story of their whole life. I designed those simulations to mimic 

nature so that you could shift your attention like a bird- watcher— if you had some 

knowledge of what you’re looking at, you could look at it one way; if you had no 

idea what you’re looking at, you could also experience pleasures of this kind of 

second nature. It’s for all kinds of attention spans.42

Cheng’s description identifies three ways of spectating. When viewed for 

a short time, Emissaries can be interpreted as images or representations. 

When we choose to focus on a particular character within the simulation, 

the moving images can be interpreted as continuous narratives or series 

of events. And when Emissaries is watched for a prolonged time, it can be 

interpreted as an observation of an operating system.

These three ways of looking at Emissaries accurately depict different cul-

tural techniques employed in the process of looking at games. Cultural tech-

niques (Kulturtechniken) is a concept in German media theory that refers to 

the interactions between humans and media; examples include writing, 

reading, painting, counting, or music making.43 A video game may there-

fore be viewed as a collection of images whose visual characteristics are a 

source of delight; take, for instance, the practice of in- game photography, 

which allows players to take screenshots of the in- game scenery and exhibit 

them as digital images to be contemplated.44 Many games feature “photo 

mode” in order to encourage the players to marvel at and capture in- game 

scenes and landscapes. Oftentimes, a video game is watched as a narra-

tive— a sequence of images and events acted out, watched on the screen, 

remembered, and retold as a consistent cause- and- effect chain. But the 

aspect I find the most mesmerizing from a media theoretical standpoint— 

with regard to games and simulations in particular— is watching the chang-

ing behavior of the performing system. Audrey Anable analyzes system 

observation within the context of another video game art: Cory Arcangel’s 

Various Self- Playing Bowling Games (2011), a collection of six hacked bowl-

ing games that play on their own (figure 6.3). Anable writes: “As viewers, 
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we are completely outside the cybernetic loop, a position that violates the 

most basic (if exaggerated) principle of video games: that we can control 

them. Denied the possibility of playing the games, we contemplate the 

games as systems.”45 Unfortunately, she does not develop the concept of 

system observation beyond a broad statement that instead of watching a 

looped montage, the audience looks at the gaming system’s enactment of 

each game’s gutter ball algorithm.

Emissaries and Bowling Games demonstrate how video game images are 

closely tied to the notions of functionality, usability, and computing. In 

that sense, video game images often end up being technical instruments in 

the players’ hands rather than representations. For spectators (or “observers 

of systems”), they do not only represent the in- game world but become 

visual instantiations of the game’s operationality.46 As I have already argued 

with regard to Flusser and Farocki, the operationality of the digital image 

usually remains distant and indecipherable to the human eye, staying 

buried beneath the digital veneer. We see only approximations and rep-

resentations of operationality projected onto the screen; in other words, 

Figure 6.3
Cory Arcangel, Various Self Playing Bowling Games (2011). Hacked video game control-

lers, game consoles, cartridges, disks, video, and artist’s software. Installation view: 

Pro Tools, Whitney Museum of American Art, New York, USA, May 2011– September 

2011. Photo: Adam Reich. Image courtesy of the artist.
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we watch the representational surface of multiple software operations. This 

algorithmic spectacle displays characteristics of a post- perceptual image; one 

that “has attained a certain autonomy from synthetic operations that nec-

essarily involve human forms of perception and sensation.”47 The digital 

quality of the image (pixels susceptible to purely machinic protocols) not 

only marks its break with the legacy of cinema and photography but, more 

importantly, makes it impossible to be perceived and, furthermore, aesthet-

ically judged by the human eye.

Layers of Spectated Meaning

The question remains: How do we perform an aesthetic analysis of spectated 

play beyond that which is accessible to our senses? At this point, I would 

like to revisit the proposition made by Vilém Flusser to understand the 

image by examining its apparatus. Performing a Flusserian interpretation 

requires a systematic analysis of how the image has been constructed. One 

method of accomplishing this, as advocated by the emerging discipline of 

critical code studies, is interpreting its underlying code. Conor Mckeown’s 

close reading of code within the context of video games is a rare example 

of the method in question.48 Mckeown analyzes an image of a black square 

he programmed to be displayed on the screen and maneuvered around by 

the player (figure 6.4). He begins by asking what may seem like a trivial 

question: “How is the image displayed on the screen?” He then moves on 

to technical specifications (figure 6.5): the square’s dimensions (64 × 64 pix-

els), the size of the image file (239 bytes), and the code snippet that makes 

it appear (image.src = “blacksquare.png”;).

Before the image can be displayed, the computer needs to “know” that 

there is an object var bs, which will be filled with graphical material. As 

Mckeown states, “only once the image, the digital object and the function 

are in place can we place the object on the screen.”49 For the graphical infor-

mation to be displayed to the external user, a “renderer” must be specified. 

In reading Mckeown’s code analysis, we discover that it is not “blacksquare.

png” that is the image. Instead, he defines an image as an ongoing, contex-

tualized process. The operations behind the display of an image as simple 

as a black square demonstrate the complexity of the video game spectacle 

and the technical conditions required for it to produce meaning.
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In an attempt to capture the algorithmic spectacle, we could also follow 

Friedrich Kittler’s media archeological method of descending from higher to 

lower levels of observation:50 moving from what is visible on the screen to 

programs and their infrastructural logic to the operating system to low- level 

Figure 6.4
An image of a black square, coded and analyzed by Conor Mckeown in his PhD dis-

sertation, Videogame Ecologies: Interaction, Aesthetics, Affect (2018).

Figure 6.5
Selected code lines describing the properties and functions of Mckeown’s black 

square.
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programming languages— including the very machine code responsible for 

the operationality of the hardware itself. It is, of course, technically chal-

lenging if at all necessary to perform an image analysis that cascades all the 

way down to the electricity powering the hardware. Kittler’s perspective, 

however, may inspire another medium- centered method of image analy-

sis, one involving an examination of various drawing and modeling tools 

(Maya, Substance Painter, and ZBrush, to name just a few) in addition to a 

study of the program’s infrastructure, which enables the emergence of the 

image in the first place. Each program comes with certain design possibil-

ities as well as constraints. In that sense, it becomes an active agent in the 

process of image “envisioning” as theorized by Flusser. As we have learned 

from the black square example, images in games may be displayed as parts 

of objects equipped with certain functionalities (e.g., the ability to move 

the square around the screen). In more complex game worlds, this relation 

between image and object can also be explored by analyzing how a particu-

lar image created in a specific visual art software becomes part of a functional 

game space once it has been imported into the game engine. At that point, 

the image not only transforms into a new instantiation of itself but also 

can gain a layer of operationality it did not have before. We might say that  

the image is turned into an instrument- image that can be acted on and 

that behaves in accordance with the simulated physics of the game world. 

To interpret and analyze spectated play, then, is to look at the conditions 

of its production (software), examining the underlying code of that image 

or game scene, and finally determining how the image is placed within 

a gameplay context (how it corresponds with the physics of the engine, 

which parts of it attain the instrumental qualities of objects, etc.).

In many cases, to spectate is also to look into the behavior of the sys-

tem displayed on the screen in search of relevant pieces of information, 

which would then allow the player to interpret the gaming situation. Such 

interpretation of the visual “muddle” becomes a skill that demands highly 

developed ludic literacy and, oftentimes, even nonhuman capabilities. A 

glimpse of a screenshot from League of Legends match portrays the complex-

ity of the spectacle (figure 6.6).

To a spectator who is unfamiliar with the genre, the title, and the rules 

of the game, the operational aspect of the image is difficult— if not outright 

impossible— to decipher. The spectator may be able to look at the image 

as a depiction of a fictional world, recognizing its characters, landscape, 
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and elements of its user interface. The position of the opposing teams, the 

color coding during a battle, and the dynamically changing layout will not 

yield any helpful information that might be used to interpret the outcome 

of the game. Within the context of esports, a deeper interpretation of the 

spectacle is oftentimes enhanced by data analytics that rely on live tracking 

of on-screen data, such as player movement across the game map.51 In such 

a case, the ongoing spectacle playing out in front of the human player is 

translated into a discrete set of operations interpretable by the computer.52 

These can include continuous live tracking of the player’s location in the 

game world, the attacks they’ve performed, the amount of damage they’ve 

avoided and inflicted, and their health levels, among many other variables. 

Such methods are used in computer science to calculate and interpret win 

probability models. I will not delve further into this aspect of spectating 

here, but I see these developing practices as important aspects of the algo-

rithmic spectacle and as an opening for new interpretational perspectives 

around media aesthetic.

The Aesthetic of Spectated Play

Within the context of video games, spectacle turns out to be a complex 

topic, partially due to the diversity of games themselves and partially due to 

Figure 6.6
A League of Legends screen capture in spectator’s mode. Courtesy of Riot Games.
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the variety of cultural techniques revolving around the practice of watch-

ing digital images. There must be a difference between watching a self- 

playing simulation like Emissaries, watching others play video games, and 

watching a livestreamed esports tournament. The algorithmic spectacle, 

then, is always situational. How we look and what we see depends largely 

on the context of the spectacle and on the apparatus set- up (e.g., watch-

ing gameplay in a museum setting, on a mobile phone, on a computer 

screen). A digital spectacle puts the player at a distance from the object 

of play. As mentioned in the introductory chapter, spectating is a form of 

engagement with video games that requires no direct physical action. It 

also points toward an aspect of distancing activated by the technical and 

operational facets of the image (as argued in this chapter through the work 

of Flusser and Farocki). Computers mediate between players and spectators 

and the games themselves, putting the former at an ever- greater distance 

from the latter.

Above all, it is the digitality of the spectacle that poses a real challenge to 

the question of aesthetic. After all, video games are both spectacular (highly 

visual) and computational (highly operational) media. Can we speak of an 

image at all if it remains inaccessible to human senses? How can meaning 

be captured within the context of an image whose operationality reveals as 

much as it obscures? Such questions culminate in the concept of digital aes-

thetic, which stays in “the impasse between continuity and discreteness.”53 

My aim in this chapter was to capture this deadlock within the context of 

spectated algorithmic play.
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Postlude: Distance at Play

“We cannot remove the ‘nonplay’ components of a videogame and hope to arrive 

at a pure, essential ‘gameness’ that in any way represents the experiences players 

have with that videogame.”

Brendan Keogh1

Our journey to the borderlands of video game aesthetic is coming to an 

end. I hope this exploration of the periphery of gameness has shown how 

central it is to the understanding of play in the computer age. The inter-

pretation of the ludic frontier proposed in this book has reached beyond a 

human- centered approach to gaming. It has displayed other agents at play, 

human and machine alike. I was fascinated not only by how we play with 

computers but also by how they play with us, and I wanted to understand 

how computational logic engraves itself in the plasticity of play and how 

the computational medium interferes with and co- constitutes the aesthetic 

experiences of play.

But the word frontier does not merely signify what lies on the edge. It is 

also something that is facing forward. Perhaps somewhat immodestly, this 

work has striven to provide an outlook into play on the verge of its current 

cultural- technological moment. The human urge to play may seem a his-

torical constant, but the forms of play emerging out of our intra- actions 

with digital technology remain highly time- and- medium specific. As digi-

tal technology transforms, our patterns and rhythms of play change, too. 

The early computers were, at their core, machines meant to be operated by 

humans, but today’s computing is happening at an ever- greater distance 

from human action. Such a seismic shift only naturally manifests itself at 

play. The computer changes practices of play, changes us as players, and 
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facilitates specific aesthetic experiences characteristic of its own logic. It 

introduces layers of computational mediation between us and the games 

we play. Many processes, even in the most interactive games, run automat-

ically in the background. This puts us at an aesthetic distance toward the 

object of play. Thus, at a fundamental level, media aesthetic of video games 

is a computational aesthetic. To ask about the aesthetic of video games is to 

look at how play “conjoins, contributes to or contrasts with computation,” 

in the words of the media theorists M. Beatrice Fazi and Matthew Fuller.2 

This project has been just such an attempt to understand the complexity 

that arises from the entanglement of play with computerized media.

The construction of media aesthetic of video games calls for a reworking 

of many of its conceptual categories and the vocabulary to carve out new 

theories able to grasp the changing aesthetic practices. In many ways, this 

work is a reply to Brian Sutton- Smith’s call to develop a “vocabulary of dis-

tance” within the context of play and games.3 The framework of distance 

has allowed me to open space to think through a variety of peripheral play 

forms that are often labeled “nonplay” or “notgames,” despite their highly 

ludic character. Mediated distance also partially explains the erroneous but 

prevailing division between aesthetic and mechanics in video games. Com-

putation is not only the technological core; it is also a method and a logical 

framework. That which is seen, touched, and experienced cannot be decou-

pled from the computational logic determining the aesthetic experience.

In the last five chapters I have introduced different facets of distance 

at play: delegation, automation, ambience, intra- action, and spectacle. 

To explore emergent forms of play and game genres and their relation to 

computation, I have presented a variety of ideas and concepts grounded 

in media theory, play theory, philosophy, and cultural and film studies, all 

the while engaging with past and current research streams in the rich field 

of game studies. Ultimately, however, this book was conceptualized as an 

interdisciplinary encounter between game studies and media theory, and it 

is primarily those two disciplines that I would like to dialogue with most 

vigorously.

With this project, I also hope to contribute to and inspire further research 

trajectories at the intersection between play, aesthetic, and computation. 

Topics that I only briefly discussed— and that I would like to devote more 

critical attention to in the future— include the role of encoded structures, 

game analytics, and metrics in molding (as opposed to measuring) aesthetic 
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experiences of play. Such a perspective sees code not as much as an inter-

mediary and facilitator of ludic experiences but as a co- agent at play. In the 

words of Marc C. Marino, we must read code not only for what it does but 

also (and perhaps more importantly) for what it means.4

Critical interventions at the intersection between game studies and crit-

ical code studies could become a posthuman play theory in the making. I 

see posthumanism as a vital perspective in the study of computerized play. 

It allows us to reconceptualize agency and action as qualities distributed 

between humans, AI, and hardware. A closer critical reading of encoded 

play structures could yield some answers to such questions as: How does 

one judge the beauty of an automated game; or a new, algorithm- inspired 

move combination in the game of Go; or an incrementally growing semi-

automated game system? Perhaps a posthuman aesthetic could involve a 

combination of the procedural artistry of the system and the human spec-

tatorship of it. Posthumanism serves as a metaphorical angle, a framework 

of thought that makes visible all the multiplicities of play in digital envi-

ronments. By focusing on play through posthumanism, we are able to open 

the video game category to different human– nonhuman constellations of 

play, human, and machine acts, and all of the experiments that may be 

described as posthuman or nonanthropocentric play.

With computation comes not only a certain way of playing but also a 

very particular sense of responsibility encoded into play. In one of his most 

recent publications, Miguel Sicart writes, “one needs to inquire about the 

moral foundation of Homo ludens: to understand the ethical challenges of 

a playful computational culture, and the ways in which we can intervene 

to analyze problems and effect change.”5 In my project, the ethical aspects 

of playing at a distance have not been given much attention; however, the 

ethical stakes of delegated, automated, ambient, or otherwise distant play 

forms and practices remain high. Let me conclude with a short example 

that may perhaps serve here as a signpost for further study of mediated 

distance through the lens of ethics. In chapter 3, I concluded that ambient 

play introduces much- needed balance to the accelerating rhythms of the 

digital age: the bombardment with information, the ubiquity of data, and 

the fast pace of communication. However, it may also be read as an exam-

ple of the strategy of self- care embedded in the contemporary neoliberal 

digital culture of optimization and nonstop connectivity. Ambience, then, 

is not only a fruitful aesthetic category but also one that has far- reaching 
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political and ethical implications. Ambience is sold as a product of self- 

optimization rather than a way out of the oppressive system. Seth Kim- 

Cohen’s open critique of the ambient aesthetic illustrates the problem: “We 

deserve an art that is the equal of our information age. Not one that parrots 

the age’s self- assertions or modes of dissemination, but an art that is hyper- 

aware, vigilant, active, engaged, and informed.”6

A perspective grounded in ethics offers the necessary counterweight to 

the material and posthuman musings on computational aesthetic. Para-

doxically, the biggest problem with an aesthetic perspective so deeply 

grounded in the materiality of the medium is its distance from the human 

experience. For instance, in “digging” deep into the digital constitution of 

the spectacle (chapter 6), one drifts further away from the human action  

of spectating. This is perhaps a general tendency of media- theoretical per-

spectives, which are more preoccupied with the technology itself than with 

the human experience of it. I too tend to be more fascinated by the oper-

ations of the medium than with the operations of the human in front of 

it. So, in an attempt to draft a more human- centered or human- friendly (a 

pun on “user- friendliness,” if you will) end to this highly medium- driven 

book, let me conclude with a remark by M. Beatrice Fazi:

To address digital technologies in aesthetic terms, we need to revise its quantita-

tive functions in terms of qualitative vectors of modulation and differentiation, 

or couple them with material and affective proprieties (such as for instance those 

of art, or of society and culture) that would negotiate the numerical operations of 

the digital machine.7

In other words, the media aesthetic of computational processes must even-

tually return to the human realm. Numerical operations are always entan-

gled with human operations, so an analysis of operations and material 

infrastructures needs to loop back to the lived experience.

In the end, the question of video game aesthetic rests on the fluid 

relationship between the human and the technological— a dynamic that 

remains far from straightforward in times when both categories are being 

constantly contested. This project has been an attempt to rewrite the largely 

anthropocentric theory of interactive video games (metaphorically hard- 

coding the borderlines between the two) while, at the same time, trying not 

to remove the human aspect entirely from my material musings. I can only 

hope to have achieved this.
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